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SYNOPSIS
Nodern developments of' reinforced concrete structures
have presented many problems in the field of theory of elasti-
city. Especially in the case of plate and shell structures~
theoretical investigations based on the theory of elastici ty
have become indispensable for a safe and economical designo
The application of plate theory~ that is~ influence surfaces
of plates has been taking more and more important roles in the
design of bridge floor slabs.
In this dissertation~ the extension of the theory of
influence surfaces to orthotropic plates are made~ the approach
being based on the mathematical concept of "Greenvs Function"
for the deflection of a plate.
Solutions for the moments of semi-infinite strips as
well as infinite strips with various boundary conditions are
derived mostly in closed form.
Such a solution in closed form will render numerical
co~putations much easier than series solutions as presented by
Pucher and oth~r investigators. A general discussion of the





1.1 ,The Importance of Influence ,Surfaces in the Design of Bridge Floors
The use of influence lines for the design of bridges sub-
jected to ~ive,loads has,become a standard practice~ even to the
extent that no further method is accepted. The influence lines
allow to determine the maximum moment~ shearing force~ axial load,
etc. for a given section in a bridge member under live loads.
A lo~ical extension of this method to the design of bridge
slabs is tpe dev~lopment of influence surfaces (two-dimensional
influence lines). They allow the determin~tion of the maximum
moment (and shearing force, twisting moment~ etc. if desired) at
a given point of the slab subjected to concentrated 'wheel loads.
The proper detailing of the slab can readily be handled~ once the
extreme moment values are known.
,In this chapter, the fundamental equation of an ortho-
tropic plate will be introduced first. Then the engineering con-
cept of influence surfaces will be described. Finally, some im-
portant theorems as well as properties of influence surfaces will
be listed without proof.
1.2 Bending of Orthotropic Plates (f'or example, (1) p.188)
It is assumed tpat the material of the plate has three
planes of symmetry with respect to its elastic properties.
Taking these planes as the coordinate pla~es, the relations
between the stress and strain components for a case of plane stress'
in the xy-·plane can be represented by the following equations:
(Fig. (1-:- 1 ) )
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It is seen that in the case of plane stress~ four constant El~ E.Y~
E" and G are needed to characterize the elastic properties of a
materi ale
Con~idering the bending of a plate made of such a material~
it is ~ssumed ~hat linear elements perpendicular to the middle
plane (x-y..,-pl ane) of thep+ ate before bending remain straight and
normal to the deflection surface of the plate after bending.
(1.2)
Hence, the us~al expressions for the components of strain can be
used( (1)p.34>
, .
a2wc - - Z '"""=--
'-,X - aXl. J
The corresponding stress components, 'are
oy = - Z (£1 aw + E I( o~W)
. :J a~2. a><~
(/wTX1=:; -2(tZ ~-
ax a;}
·With these expressions for the stress Gomponents the bending and
twi$tihg moments are
.lL.





Dx = [ICY),/2 I
I .J
D :=-rJ.;j /2
Subst~tuting expressions (104) into the equations of equilibrium
for a differential element in x, y and z directions o
aM/lx + ¢Mx Qx =0Gd "aX




+ g = 0ax a(j
the equation for an orthotropic plate is obtained
a4w (J"fW d+W
OX 9'X4 + 2 H f)X~;;2. -r D1 f);4 =- 3
where
H ::::. Dr +:2 O)i!




I I EEx = E, = .........., ...:;_;;;;.)1-..- ELT =-2--=C-'''''-v)-:-"
Hence E l-/
Dx = 0 ~ = (2.( 1_ V ~) :: D
H= 0, + .2 Dl<'1 = b3 ( vE + 'E J - __E_"'.;...3~ = 0
q 14. , ~J) 1. 'T I? 'j - /2(1_1)1)
'rherefore equation (107) reduces to the ordinary plate equation:
where
D~L1W=Z
L a2LJ =- 'f)X~ -t- 8#4
(108)
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In addit~on to equation (1..5) and equation (1.7), the expressions
for the shearing force ~, Qy and the boundary shear Vx , Vy are
are collected here:
17i-
1.3Engineer~ng Co~cept of Influence Function for the Deflection of a
Plate
Consider a p~ate'of any shape with prescribed boundary
cond1tions ~ubjected to a concentrated load P=l acting at the
point (x,y)~ (Fig~ 1-3) The defle,ction W{u,v;x,y) of a point (u,v)
I
is called the Green,ls function (influence function) for the de-
flection of the given plate.
The influence function W{u,v;x,y) depends on the four vari-
ables u'~'v aI'l:d x ,y. For the graphical presentation of the function
a two'!"'d'imensiontl contour line system will be employed. For in-
• J
stance, if (u,v) is fixed ((u,v) being the influence point), the
function depends upon'x ~d y, therefore W{u,v;x,y) will form a
surface. This surface, W{x,y), will be called influence surface
for the deflection of point (u,v). On the other h~d, if x,y is
fixed.({x,y) h€dng the loading point) the function, W{u,v) repre.,.
sen~s'anQther Ejurface, which is the deflection surface of the
plate under a concent.rated load P=l at (x ,y). The theory of in-
fluence surfaces is based on tpe ordinary theory of plate. There-
fore, following assumptions made in section (1. 2) apply:
-5
1. The plate thickness h is assumed to be constant
and small compared to other dimensions.
2. The material is orthotropic and follows Hooke's l&w o
3. The deflection of plates is small against the
tpi ckne ss h.'
1.4 Some Important Theorems and Properties of Influence Functions'
\" , _. , ,
~t is not the purpose of this section to introduce the
general theory of influence surfaces developed by Ao Pucher o
Ho~ever, several fUnd~ental theorems and properties of influence
surfaqes will be pointed out. ,,~/~~
(a) The tnf;Luence function f'or t~e/M:;:;~JOf' a plate
W(u, v;x ,y) consists of' two f'U"c~~tliat is,
W( U I. V; X, dJ= WO ( U/ V: X;J) + W, ('-L/ V " z/1)




()4W o'W a1w'Ox ()X4 + 2~_dxza3~ + D3 ();4 - 1(X,a)






whose constants are determined such that W(u,v;x,y} will fulfill
. the prescribed boundary condi tions, vlo (w, V;X ,y) contains the sing-
ular solution corresponding to r 210g ~ i~ case of isotropicr o .
plates((Z}P. 261). The corresponding solution for orthotropic
plate~ has been derived by ·Mossa~owski(ll).
It ~~ this p~rt which plays the important role for the
singular behavior of influence surfaces as will be shown later.
(b) The influence function F(u,v;x,y) for any e~fect in a plate
(such as qending moment~ twisting moment, shearing force, etc.)
at a given pqin.t(u, v) is obta:i.ned by' differentiating the influence
function for the deflection, W(u,v;x,y), with respect to u and v.
-6




Mx ( U,v; X'd) = ~(Ox f1 +0, r~)




The function F(u,v;x,y), can be used in two different ways.
elf the point (u,v) is fixed (t:q.is point (u,v) will be called from
now on influence p~int), the function w;ill represent the influence
surface for the pa~ticular effect (for example, bending moment,
etc.) with respect to the infiu$nce point (u,v) and will be written
On. the other hand if the point (x, y), the loading point,
is fixed the function determine$ the distribution of the effect
over the plate due to the lo~d P acting at (x,y). For example,
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in cas~e of M-?C(u,V.;x,y) it represents the Mx-moment surface due to
a concentrated load P=l. It will be written as F(u 2v).
(c) From section (b) it can be concluded that the influence
The function
=0
fllilcti0n F(u,v;x,y) for any effect in a plate is a solution of
elF . ()4-f -.ff.
OJ( :; X4 -t- 2 H i)~()d). + D~ F) 14-
singularity at the influence pointwith a
F'(u,v;x,y) fulfills the same prescribed boundary condition as
W(u,v;x,yl. In references(5) (6) some cases were solved directly
for moments u~ing this principle instead of deriving W(u,v;x,y).
However, in this dissertation, W(u,v;x,y)is always th9.Y-ght first
'Civ tY - . '.
and ~, M. are obtained through differ~tions. This is dOT).e for
-y 1-'--._._
the following two reasons.
(i) Once,W(u,v;x,y) is determined, any other influ-
ence function is obtained quickly by simple
differentiation.
(ii) W(u, v;x, y) can be successfully applied to solve
other important problems such as eigen value
problems of plates (Vibration, buckling),
dynamical behavior of plates due to impulsive
+oading, etc.
(d) Magnitude of particular effect in a plate under arbitrary
10adiniS':




by the following expression
+ f t(S) fru/ V) z(.r)/ WJj tis
where
f i : concentrated loads acting at (x,y)
p(s):line load distributed along some line
p(x~y): ~istributed load ov~r some area.
With the u~e of influence surface diagrams(4) this computation
can be done graphically and numerically.
(e) Influence surfaces are generally controlled by following
four condition~:
(i) location of the influence point (u, v)




(i~) material properties of plates: that is,
.! '
. H rr;;
A = rD~, I ~ =v-cf;
the
(f) All influence functions f(u,v;x,y) have singularities at
the ;influence point (u,v) with the exception of the one for
d,eflection. Values of Mx,My for interior points of plates, edge
moments along free edge become infinitely large at the influence
point (u,v). Though other influence fUnctions show singular
behaviors at the influence point (u,v), the correspond;i.ng values
stay fin:i,te. In the vicinit~T of the influence point (u,v)., the
sigpu~ar part of the solution Fo(u,v;x,y) becomes predominant.
In order to cl~rify the adopted definitions and notation
the'S' .. are sununa:rized in the following table:
(i) F9r tl\e influence function W(u·,1r;x;·.y} 'of the
deflection (u, v) and(x ;.y) ~re completely inter-
change.able (Maxwell t sLaw) 0 However, for the
influence function of,. any effect F(u, v;x ,y)
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obtained through differentiation from W(u,v;x,y),








VariableVariableF(u, v;x, y) Influence function for any
effect in a plate at a
given point (u,v) to a unit
concentrated load P=l at
(x '.'y)
_._._.'_,._._,-+~.;;..z.,I...:..- ..... -1_.._--._---~-_---_1
F(u, v) The distribution of any
effect over the plate
due to the unit load P=l
actipg at (x,y)




VariableFixedInfluence surface for any
effect with respect to the
~nfluence point Q(u,v)
example--mx(x,y), influ-
e~ce surface for bending
moment Mx at point u,v.
~--._._,---+-------------------__II__------_t_-----_t
f(x,y)
F The magnitude of any




1.5 Application of the Theory of Orthotropic Plates to Actual Bridge
Floor SY$tems
There are quite a few specific cases to which the theory of
orthotropic plate i,s applicabl'e: two-way reinforced concrete slabs,
.,
stiffened pI ates, corrugated p],ates, gridwork systems, plywood
pl~tes, etc. are typical examples of orthotropic plates. In
,
order to study the behavior of such plates, applying the theory of
-10
·. I~
orthotr9pic plates, elastic constants, Dx,Dy , H must be determined
either by experiment or on the bas~ of theoretical consideration.
~s ststsd in (~.4,e) th~hape of an influence surface of
an orthotropic plate is contr01led by the two ratios of the elastic
constants: A= .~ I t'-=4~J It is very important to study
:J J}
th~ methods to determine these constants. Since Huber's work on
reinforced qoncrete slabs a great number of investigation have
beep carried out on this particular problem. However it may be
premature to s~y tpat accur~te methods for the determination of
A and ,,... have been established. It is a problem beyond the
scope of this di~sertation. However, i~ order to get a picture on
the variation of A and fas encountered in practice, numerical data
on actual bridge flqor systems have been collected and represented
. ({19)--{26)}
in Fig(l~4-J (See also Chapter XI, References 0 )
These data were obtained either by theoretical analysis or
by direqt tests~ The domain of A - ~ diagram 'is bisected by the
A::: f- ~ine, and most of the points (AI f') are located in the
domain A <fA ' with several points (( 2) , (3) , (4) , (14» are very
close to M-axis.
Along the f -axis, A =0, or, in other words, H=O. This
is the c~se for gridwork system for which the torsional rigidity
of the floor may be negligible. On the other hand, along A-axis
~~O, that ie, Dx=O this is the case of articulated pl~tes(26).
I~ general, for actual orthotropic plates, A and ~ values can be
limi ted.
o ~ A ~ AQ
o ~ f~· flo
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where Ao, p.q present some maximum upper limits-;~. The other limit
).. == f'l=0 is practically less important, because the structure is
effectively reduced to a system of beams side by side without conn-
ec~ion (D:x;::H=O).
It is also interesting that the case A< fA- is quite common
as far as bridge floor systems are concerned. However, it is the
more complicated case for practical computation of influence sur-
faces ~s will be seen later.
1.6 Historical Review of Investigation on Influence Surfaces
Since theory of influence surfaces is essentially the theory
of Green's function~ a~soc~ated with the linear fourth order partial
diffe~ential plate equation the problem is closely related to the
bending of plates in t4e theory of elasticity. The first solution
of the proble;rn of bellding of a simply supported rectangular plate
with the use of douole trigonometric series is due to Navier in
1820. This famous solution in caae of a single concentrated load P
is ac~ually the Green function for this particular plate in double
series form of ~igen functions. ((1) , p.117)
In discussing problems of bending of rectangular plates
with two opposite edges simply supported M. Levy suggested the
single series so~ution in 1899. Thus, the Green's function of this
problem has become possible to be expressed in a single series form
(Levy's solution) ( (1),p.125)
Almost, at the same time, J.H. Michell has derived the
Green's function for a circular plate whos~ boundary is clamped,
using the method ofinver~ion in 1901. (7)
_~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~~_ .. -; ..~_ &;(0'- __ -:::, __ -. __ aoo ~""!'"~_ ..... ... Ql;> __ ~- ... _-~~•..--_-..."a:o ClI:> _c.> ..... _QD_ O=UlZ>_e-
~:'For the' numerical discussion of the singulari ties of influence sur-·
faces in,' Chapt~r VJ[ ~ 0= P. 0=10 is assumed and twelve values of
.Aand· ;. fA- are considered.
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flowever, the fir$t attempt to compute inf:luence surfaces
for the stresses in slabs was probably made by Westergaard(S).
Realizing the reciprocity between the bending moment at point
.(u,~) due to a load at (x,y) and vice~versa in the case of a
simply supported plate strip he obtained a moment influence surface.
Suosequent investigators (9), (10) follow·ed the same line of
reasoning by basing the influence surfaces on Maxwellus reciprocity
theorem. However, this theorem on the reciprocity of deflections,
if ~pplied to moments holds for a limited number of cases oply
(that is, simply suppQrted plate striV, simply supported rectangular
plates ~ etc.).
Puche;r has developed th~ general theory of influence sur-
faces in 1935(5) and he furnished a great number of important re-
s~lts in form of contour line diagrams. (4) But his work and that
of work made by other investigators is confined to the case of
isotropic plates.
The extension of the theory of influence surfaces to the
case of orthotropic plates is presented in this dissertation.
Incidentally, a recent literature review disclosed that
such work has been started ~ndependently in Poland by Nowacki,
Mossakowski ~~~ others s~nce 1950(11),(12),(13) 0 It should be
pointe~ out that some minor res~lts developed in this disserta-
tion have been qlreaqy depived by these investigators, employing
met~ods sim~lar to the ones in this dissertation.
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CHAPTER II
Practical Application of Influence Surfaces
The practical applicat~on of influence surfaces will be
discussed shortly in this chapterQ' Since the influence
surfaces are generally presented in the form of conto~r
line diagrams, it is ~mportant to know how to use these
surfaces in order to get accurate results. Furthermore
the consistency between theory and experiments will be"
discussed,.
2.1 Applicati?n of Influence Surfaces to Actual Problems
~s poipted out in (lo4,d) already, the determination of any
effect (ben~ing mqme~t, shearing force, etc) at a given p0int due
to an arbitrary load, requires only the computation of ,simple area
or volume integrals by making use of influence surfaces. (similar
to influence li~es).
(1) for a distributed load p(x,y)
(il) fpr a line load p(s)
(iii) for several concentrated loads Pi(x,y)
F = Z -F~' (Xl'/ Ul') Ir U/ V/ Xl; d;)
t-
In actual computation, (for' case (1)) surfaces are sectioned by
hor~zopta~ or vertical planes and for each section, the area is
computed using a planemetf=lr or applying SimpsonI sRule. The
volume can be computeq by repeating Simpson's Rule on the areas.
-14
At t4e inf~uence point the value of the influenqe function
very often grows to inf~nity. In numerical computations the volume
in the immediate neigqborhood of this singular point is usually
neglected. In order to justify this practice the following example
i~ giv~n:
Consiqer the singular part of mx(u,v) in the vicinity of the in-
fluence point (~,v). (Fig.2-l) Since the sin~llar part of mx is
predominant ~round this point the volume of neglected portion of
the surfl;l.ce /). V is essentially governed by this singular part and
can henc~ be computed as follows.
In the case of an isotropic plate the singular part is:
(Wlx)o=- 8~,(2t~ ~ +2C-(J"QJ:;+/)
assuining (mx ) 0 = X
This is the equation of a section (rnx)o :::: )( of the surface. The
area of the section follows to:
A()() = 1.127T" ld _ /2 _f'J7TX+/Jj:Hr -2 ccr.:o) I
2 Y .r.,.- T ~ e e t:X.jJ
. 0 ~ I:)
/ 2 - f!7TX+I)
= "'2 >< 2,926 Yo e




----~---~~~-~--~-----~-~-~---~~-~~---~~-~----~~---~--~-~----~-----~~-~'by nU,merical integration .
.... [2~_wo.,"'-J' = 2.?26
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Using V(X), ~V is ea~ily estimated
'1 .& -7 l-SO~V = 'TrSTT) = 0.02146 YD e = 1.9S7Yo x/o
such t~at it can be usually neglected in the computation of Mxo
In case of orthotropic plates, magnitude of ~V will change de-
pending upon >.. f:ind f ' however it is s till of order 10-50
Since influence surfaces have }3ingularities at the in-
fl~ence point, careful con$ideration must be paid to the computa-
ti~m in the vicinity of that point.
Further details concerning practiqal comp~tationwill be
found ~n Pucher t 13 book. (4) Careful computation yields aJ,.ways :very
accurate results (m~. error = 5%).
2.2 Consistency Set~ee~ Theory and Experiments
• ,( \' ,., . ~ 'I . [ , .1'1"" " • , ,
Since the theory of influence surfaces is based on the
ord~nary theory of plate~, results obtained are certainly correct
withi~ the ~imitation of the theory of·~lasticityo Therefore it
can b~ exp~cted that corresponding results are much superior than
present $emi~empirical formulae given in specifications such as
AA~HO. ~heory of plates sUbjected to· concentrated loads and
henc~ the theory of infl~ence surfaces has been checked experi-
mentally. Especially Dutch investigators have recently carried
out a very successful experimental' study of slabs subjected to
concentrated loads. (14)
The experiments were conducted on a steel model.to obtain
information about the stress-strain distribution ip slabs, sub-( .
j~cted to qoncentrated loads.
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(i) Investigation of influence of the size of the loading surface
(the concentration of the load) on the bending moments in the
~lab "
The lq~d was in succession transmitted by a ball (which gave
a contract area with a diameter of about 0.45 em) and by circular
d~stribution pads wi th diamet~:rs D of 1. 6 cm~ 3.6 em, 5.4 em and
7.6 em. The ratios e/a (radius 9f distributor pad/span) were
respectively 0.0024, 0.0087~ 0.0195~ 0.0293 and 0.0411. For these
me!3.su;t'ements investigations on the influence of various inter-
medi~te layers such as, 3 n~ cardboard 'and rMbber with various
thicknesses were a~so made.
(ii) I~vestig~tion of the stress-distribution in the sl~b as a
function of the boundary conditions and the locations of
t;he load. (Fig. 2-3)
Su~a~izing the test results, the following conclusions
were drawn:
(a) Outside the iwnediate neighborhood of the load there
was a gqod agreement between the experiments and the
elem~ntary theory of plates.
(for concentration e/a=0.002~ to e/a=0.04l1 no notice-
ao~e influence was found outside an area with a radius
of 5 em (~bout ~Of the span) around the c~nter of
gravity of the +oad)
(b) For the bending moments unde~ the load, the correction
presented by West~rg~ard(8) was in good agreement with
. .
the experimen,ts •. (Fig. 2 ...4 and 2-5).
As will be ~een later, influence functions for any effect
e:x;cept the deflectioI'l;. exhibit singular behavior in the neighborhood
..
-17
of th~ i~flu~nce point. This is due to the assumption of an
idealized concentrated load. Actually, this ideal concentration
of lqad cannot qe realized.
Instead, a small portion of the plate just under the load
must be subj ected to rather high cornpressive pre ssure because of
highly loc~li~ed loads.
Therefore it is impos~ible to apply the ordinary plate
theory in the vicip.i ty of th~ applied loads. .NadaiC;J Woinowsky-
(lJ (8)
Krieger, Westerga~rd, and other, have investigated the stress
~is~ribt~ion direc~ly under the loads (theory of thick plates).
Nevert~eless, such a disturb~ce has such localized effects that
the accu:racy of the theory is practically not affected (by st.
Venant1s Principle), because, the volume of influence surfaces





Dei'lec~iQnsp MQments And Influence .FunetiQns FQr
The Ini'inite Plate Strip With Simply Supported
~ Parallel Edges
3.1 MethQd Qf SQlutiQn
In Qrder tQ Qbtain the solution, the usual approach SQl ving
~irectly differential equatiQn will be emplQyed. AlthQugh the de-
flectiQn ~urface is obtained in a series fQrm, bending mQments
t~ist~ng mQment, shearing fQrces can be expressed in closed fQrm as
will be seen later. The expressiQn~ cQnsi~t Qf a singular part due
to the particular solution Qf the ~eneralized BiharmQnic equatiQn
~~d a regMlar par~ due tQ hQmQgeneous sQl~tion Qf
q"'W afw a"wOlCax4 +2H ()Xia~l + D, a:J4 = 0
3.2 Foqqatipp of the PrQblem. and DerivatiQn Qf the SQJ,ution
Consider an infinite plate strip with simply supported
p~rallel edges (Fig. 3-1).
The problem consists of deriving the deflection surface anq
hence ~he influen9~ function i'Qr def~ectiQns (Green's function) of
this infinite plate strip~ The deflection"svrface must satisfy
the fQllowing differential equation
except at ~h~ pQint where the concentrated load P=l is appl~ed.
,../
-19





I1x ~-(D. 1':'. +DI$~)= 0 (i)
ElWM )l = 0 t7Y f) ><. 1 = 0 ( ii)
W"--'" 0 (J.2)
And
Condition (iii) assures that
Qi(A.,~)=--f,f:=1 (iii)
()...>£ . ~
.l:--.. 1 ~ ("l(,~) rJ"t =. - I'l.
b-i>O'" -e "t
the deflection surfaqe is symmetrical
wit4 re~pect to the x-axis and the shearing force Qy d~sappears .
except at the loading point (d,O).
Assuming the deflection surface
'.
00




and ~ubstitutingequation (J.3) into equation (J.l), give~ the
following ~xpression for the nth-term
0, y..."/~-, 2H(~rr/2~1/ +Dx {:1T-)4X =0 (it: 1,2,3,--) (J.4)
TakingY.. (d) = eA.~ I3.nd substituting it into equation
"1- . .!l11f.) ~A '1 /. ~ .".fll- -
. OJ A11 . -, :2 H ( a. 11 7- Ox l tl - 0
~t '. ,. The roots of the corresponding characteristic equation are:
(3.5)
The fo~lowing three cases must be considered
(J.6)
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In the first case all the roots of equation (3.5) are real. How-
ever, in the second case, the characteristic equation has two
double roots~ and the fUnction Yn has the same form as in the case
of an isotropic plate. In the third case, the roots of the
characteristic equation are imaginary, and Yn S\.re expressed by
. trigo+lometrj,c fUnctions.
For the ~i,me being, the first case is considered. All the
roots of the characteristic equation (3.6) are real. Considering
,-
the part of the plate with positive y and observing that the de-
flection w and i ts'.derivatives must vanish at large distances from




K~ =/f-JrJ8;/- f>': =jA-J A~- f~
where
A = , ~, f-2 = g;
The integral of equation (3.4)
'l. "and ). - ~ > 0
becomes
~d exppe~sion (3.3) can be represented as follows:
Ld- I- rX3. 8)
Since it is easi,ly seen that the boundary condition (i) , (,ii) of




The otp.~r condition ( QI),'#'" rI =-+-. can be tiJri ttetl as follows
. I·
o o'W flw I
- ()~ ( °3 B.;f + H ax~ ) ;. - ""2 r
EKpanding the term of external load P=l into a Fourier Sine series, 7
From
that ie, 00




Differeni1iati.ng the solution for w(x ,y) in equati.on (J.lO) the
bending moments Mx (x ,y), My(x ~y), the' twiBt1ngl?dm~ntMxy(x;;y)' '1in<;
's:nea.ri~g· :f'q'!,-ce~s'Qx (~lIyl~·'Qy(~;iYt .~. ~~:1;L1 4er~vedo
. _.... .. .....
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Mx
This series soluti9P can be expressed in closed form by mal:i:ing use
of the summ~tion forwl1~e listed in the Appendix.
Similar:)..y
-23
~·:zt:p'l Jc.(JC)~ ~l' -ctP ~(r-d)
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Turnipg tq case (3') n2 .-Dx l)y<O, or .A< fA.. the following ab-
breviatiqns are ,introduced:;
K4 = . J.VD.'X.'2f)!'O:.H / I ")V <L
u
=VT(f-/\
Observing t}fe following relation.s.
K 2 =' K.] -,' K1-
(3.13)
the s~luti9n W(x,y) can be easily derived.
c<> _ .!11l!SlU .,
tt. 2 _~ e a.
W ( xI 'I ) ==- ..,,-J f-D Vf--" _).~ ---yjJ (K4 c.tm~+ KJ ~ '}i~) X ( 3•12)
'J 11=1
""~k ry1.,,-d ~ ~7TX
,---- et.:. a-
For case (2) H2 - Dx :Oy=O, or ~ = fA ' A approaches the r- in
(3.12). Taking the limit, the solution W(x,y) becomes:
2 ~oo _ VITrify
W (1.,lJ ) = tt -'- ( 1+ l1ffilt) e .~ X
(J 2. vJD V>:! 11 .1 ~1 ~=I .
. , I 'YIrrd \!!!lI3-
~ .. ~ ..
·ct a.
Li~ewise, clq~ed form expression for MX,My,Mxy,Qx and Qy can be
der.ived for bQth cases A< fA- and A:: fi.
So far the point where the load P=l .is applied has been
located on the x- ax;Ls. Hm..rever, it is 'qui te simple to derive the
expressions for the general case. Assuming that the load P=l is
applied ~t (x,y) and the influence point is (u,v) then y is re-
•placed by ±'(v-.y) (upper sign for V~j, lower sign for V~y) (.i td)
,
is rE;lplaced by u± x. (Fig. 3-2)
-~----~~~~~-~-----~-~--~~~~~-~-~~---~~~~~-------~-----------~------




Fu;rthermo:re, for simplic.i t;Y"~ non~dimensional coordinates are in-
,troduced:
Using the above notation~ several important fUnctions are defined
in Tab;J.e I.
Referring t'o these functions general expressions for the influence




11 3 ( ~ C--D() Yli<4(P-1)::': K3~?1~(f-') )~.....c.'~'t'1J'
(3.14>
(iii}
(;l2 .~ I ( ±YlKa(~-1) "±~I<'{~-1)) \ \
2. 7r~f D
d
V; 2 _ tt16---;v\J /( I e - 1<.2. e, (.I..v-.~Ot~1A.!
, II:"
(i1) A < r-
~ oa
Tr'f'O ~ /,-'';>..' .z~ 11:1
)(=fJ-
00 '
ct ~ ') I ( . ) ± ~~(f4)' ,
, 2. WOV AJ L.J ')It 11 I +vt {5:( f-1) E ~~O(,Q..A-""Yl f
1 ~=I '
(II) Bending Mom~nts Hx (l)l.~~ ,{~~) M;I(pI.,lf' !;~)
(i) A/ rt
Mx - ..vv' ~'_I" [ (K, r -I<.(.£;J) R, -( K,I" - k,r-!J:-J) R, J
M y = I [,( K, D, _ K) D - ( K4 0, - K ) I) J87f~ )c.~-f:t fOil l '~J.ft[)1 I. ''-I
(ii)
(3.15)
- 8ml ~,-)' C1<.,( t68 +/} f(, +.21(" ( :4 -I) R.,J
(iii) ).. = ~
M x ~ Birr r(vs;: + Jr-e:)) Rs T ( A<- ~/)( [1-~) s, J
My = 8~ [( vi: + ~(-ff:)) Ro +l+(~)-I )(1-7) 13, J
(lII) Twisting Moment MXY(~jp,f,~)
(i) A > ~
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(:1,i) A < tt
( i:1,i) A = (t
= x( e""~)D)()f tS
47T'DJ ).. ~
.(IV) Shearing 'orces ~(CX9(3;F9~)9Qy(()l,~;f,()
U.) A > f-
Q =" { [( K,f-- Kl.>..) $4 .,.. (K2.f- K/),,) tS¥ J)( ~ct') >..a -fl.
Q'I = < ia. (~s- + S £ )
( ii l \,/\<r«-
IQx = 84 (K3 tS? + K4 tS 8 )
iQy = 8tA Sr
(iii) .A = tL
Q)( = ~ S 2
Qy = 4~ £,
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(Dx=Dy --H=D)
'DIt;t _ I - j)
J)~ - .2-
as follows:
A=~=I -2.L -:: yO~
~d the above expressions reduce
In the case or isotropic plate
OQ
W - 2:J~L JJ ( I :r ';\ {(J~,)) e±>rf-7J~ '" 01 ~'" S
'11 .: I
c~ It (&-~ )- coo ()( -r F) ± (J - v ) ( f -7) x
~h(~-?) -cdV(OI-fJ
( ~h (/l-~) - ~--··jJf-7))J~t (1-7) ~~(Or'+r) '~~11 ((J-~ )-CtfO (OI-[)
U-fff!.., ~~ -rn M.x '-,
I..rn~ ~r ~ M'I
M
x
= ±(/""V)(P"~)[ . ~(o(+-f) . ..:.





Influence Surfaces For The Semi-Infinite Plate Strips With
Sirnply-Supported Parallel Edges
4.1 General Method to Obtain the Solutions
In Chapter III, the so~ution for the infinite plate strip
was obtained. It will constitute the p~rticular solution
Wo(~,P;f'7) for solutions Qf semi-infinite plate strips or rec-
tangular plates.
Taking the solution W( oL,p; f-,?)= Wo (ex., ~; (,'7.) + WI (OL,~; (,1) with
Wo as the particular solution and WI as a general integral of the
homogeneous plate equatioA, the sum must ~atisfy all the boundary
conditions. The homogeneous solution for a plate strip is gen....
erally expressed as follows: ((3?o)
Since the
boundary conditions imposed on the







) dOl'l- = 0
;iw
I () 6f.~ = 0
edge, that is, (3 ~O wiJ,l deter-
mine the unknown constants An,Bn of the homogeneous solution (4.1)
In this dissertation 3 different cases are cons~dered, that
is, (a) simply supported (b) clamped (c) Tree edge. (Fig. 4-1)
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4.2 Influence Functions for the Simply-Supported Strip




2 ~_I_(K p±~K,(f1!. K e±~Kl(~-1) )~!YL0t'~'l1..~
2~f-P V~'-r' 1\3 :1 L- I . ' s
q 1 21110 .:i:nI(3(f"·~V ( )I. >f- )
Wo :::: !7(",] D~ ') ~. e3 ( i4 cc<) ?1K.t(f-~) =t kJ ~~'. t1 /<4.(f-7 )),4.J-~~,<L~ f
r ~V f- -A tl", 11. . ( A < r-) :
. tL 2. ~ _'_ ( I :;: 'rt. -p:(~ -'1)) e:r 'H'A ((d~) ~1'l Or'~1-t f
2 rrJ0vlfXi 4 ~a ( A: f-)
Assuming the solution W(~ ,(d; f,~)= Wo (ot ,f; !, l)+ WI (0I,~; f,1) and
applying the boundary condition al-Qng the ~ axis:




- "I Ka1 '
- 1<, e ~')'\~
- t-')lKJ~( Kv ~~~~+ K.F e~1t1<,1) ~ttf
- (I +'}tA~)e-)t~~~~tI1. f
(>">tt)







+ K:2 e : ,,~1'\.!
- e-",I(J~( kJ c.dQ,),\~' -r K.f ~'I\ ~~) ~'ltf
- e-~~~ ~ryLf
equation (4.2) into equationSubstituting
solution for the deflection are derived.




(II) Infiuence Functions for the Bending lYIoments Mx(0l.,(S;f,~),My(CX,(i;f'7)
Bending moments, twist.ing moments, etc. can be derived by
differentiat~ng equation (4.3) and summing up the series solution
into closed form expression as. explained in Chapter III.
Here only the final resu~ts are summarized without showing




Me~< "~".V~,.::;;~r (Kif- ",k.M/f;Jyr,-'R:; ""-'R:. )
-( I(~ f - K'(i"J)( R I - R,) J.
M y - ~-;=::::;:::'= r ( K,[), - K,) ( R. 2. - ~ 1. )87TV,A'1-te r D,
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(iii) ~=fA-
Mx =8~' [(~+ ~)( Rs - R~) -{)(--G:"J {'
± {;"t (3 -~) 8, + '5r(J+-7) S, j ]
My = ---g7T~~=- r(g; .,.~) ( Rs- - R~ ) + ()( - -G:) I
± tM.((J -7) $, + 'IX((I + 7) $, J J
(III) Influence .Function for the Twisting Mom.entsMxy(ol,~rl;;~)
(i) A>f'L
( ii) (4.5)
(iii) A =tt ...
)
IV. Influence Surface tor: Cerner :Re'a'ct:io-pr( ~ ,~l
In order to prevent the uplifting of theplat~ cat the corners
(for example, origin (){= (3 =0) concentrated corner reaction must exist
acting downward. According to geometricai consideration and ob-
serving that the angle of the. corner is equa], to f so that Mxy=-Ivlyx,
-32
it is concluded that




For the case of' an isotropic plate, ,A::~:I, the expressions
simplify considerably:
W = 2 ;~ l ~J [ i I HI ((3-1) Ie±I,e-V_
1'1=/
Mx)= _' c( I+V) lo-Q i Cdvt..cfJ-ZJ -~(ot+fJ Uc~t.qJf7j) -ct/?{CJI+fJ!My] 8-rr --0 (ctrot((d-1J-CdO(ot-fJ UCd?4(1l+7)~(ot-f)/
±(J-V)(tJ-rJ) )~~{!-1) . _. ~~J..(e-7}. j (4.7)
(- I ) Ctr./h{~"""?}--C-d:/{oI-f) C;dV~(f-7)-CtR!>t+{)
- (J -))) ( t< + 'YJ ) { ~L((! -r~) .. - .~~ (f+7) J. ]
r ( c~~ (ft?) -e~(oI-f) ~t..(f+7)- Cd? (OIrf)
upper sign f'or .Mx
lower sign for My
... 33
f'I1 ')(y = (I-V) [ ± (R- ) { .' ~ (OI-[) . _ ~O(-rJ).}
37(" r-' ~ Ctfl>t((3-1)-C~(0I-f)' cr;o"(fI-?)~(O(+FJ
-((1+)) ~(oI-!) - ~(OI+F) 1J~ ) c6Vl,(fJ~f}~(O(-f) C-f/O~(fJ~7)-C4'O(0(+f)J
y ::
4.3 Influence Functions for the Clamped Ed~e
The corresponding boundary conditions ~re (Fig. 4-1)
W = 0 )
The general solutions can be derived bl determining the two yon-
stants An, Bn •
(I) Influence Function for the Deflection W(~,';f'7)
(1) ).. >{A 00
~ a.:1,..."') I [ :l:l1K1((7-,/) '±'MK,(p..,,) K,(K,+/(,) -I1I('(f+7)
- 27ft'O~V )('1 __ f"J.~ --;J K, e- - K1 e + K2 -K, e
!2.K,K2 e-)l(IG~+KzI<- 2.k,K'1 e-,H(J<1,+k;I~ K,(~+K,) e-HK"('+7) J
K, -KJ K 2 -K, ' k2.-C /(,
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Only the influence surfaces for bending moments Mx(~'f;f'7) .
My(Ol,p;'f('l) will be derived in this case. The corner reactions
disappear as one of the edges is clamped~
(II) Influence Function for the Bending Moments ~(~,~;f,~) and
(ii) >"<r-
, ({ 0) R 0 1)' K 2 f).) -
M)C= 8TrVfJ->'2 1(4f+~J -2K3 (f- D1 R4 + Ttt-~ ~J (4.9)
+2KJ (f+ ~1 R.,. + ~(f-"'- :A;')R./2.-41V(-G;)/(o ] .
My = f.,ry I'-~-AJ K., ( /;;, +1) R, ~ .2KJ (/<~ -I ) ~ + '::(;/4-0 te,
o - I f) ]+ 2 KJ ( f- p~ + I ) f{ 4 + J<.., (~ -A ) RI2., - 4 K, RJ~ .
(iii) A=r
M)( = 8 ~ [(A+ g'-) Rs =f (>c- ~)v'>:(p-n)~, -( A+*"J 8, .7T' )t. ~ 1 ,I 'J
+ I (){ +J(-f{))~+{..\ -~)f ~ s, ~ :;~f7 ()-i:) Ti J
. My = rrrk [ (t-rA) ( ~<S" - !<.r-) f (-*;- -~)VXt~-~) ,s,








=' I [(I+vl) l1T9 c-rr; hrf-7)-C<f<::>(oI1-fJ -[ I-V)((I--'YJ) {
8 7T '(J (2.(f) It (t9-~) -'C-uoco< - f J . (
~h.rs-~) _ ~,J..r!-1) }_ (/+J/) ltr. C(/()'(r4-t-1)-C~(ot+f"j';;'
CdV"- (1-7) - COU(ol +f.J C(J2)~ (1-7) -C-eo (OI-f) r 7 Cffr:i't(!+7)'-- CeJD·{oI-f)
~ ({I+JV)~+(I-j)),,){ ~(rB-t-7) -. ~,td!+-1)-1
( f' CdVi(f+?)- Ct1O(oI+!) cool.. (f+1)-Cd<)(ot-FJ
_. ..:: (I-V)I? { Cti)hr#+7)CdD(oI-f) - / - C~/l(It7) cdD(oI+'f) - / ) J(c-evA.{(J+~) -~(()(-f)l (CtXJ/1.(f+~) -Cn;>(oI+!)) 2.. J
MY=-8-
1
-[ (I+))) L~9 C60;,((d-1 J - CefD ( oI-f-!) +( 1-)1) ((J-YJ) j
1f 0 (2.6) (~-1) - c-rn (ot-f) , 1
~h(fI-7) _ ~It ((1-7) ) _ ( 1+)1) L" CUP" (f+?J) -Cco(oI+f} ,
C"O~(;9-~)-CA)(O(+J) CdOtdJ-'7)-c~(pt-f) 1 (J CtfOItC(1+7)-ctTOU>(~f/
-- (( 1+3Y)7J -( I-V);B) { ~l((!-7) - ~I..(e~~) )
I CI/i)/" (1-7) - C~()(O(rf) COVh (;O+-1r- err.> (O<'-f) 1
i 2 (I-V) a { C (FJ 1..((3+-1) Ctf"((>(- !) - I _ c(/OL((l+-1J cur;({)(t-!) - / J J




C-~?tI4((J-7)J ~1')1 tY ~?tf
(iii) A == tt .
00
_ ... e:t.
2 -~.' -t-[(ITI)1A(fJ~~)) t±....~((j-r.. (2H'=-.2")(~H+P)C~1)+o.¥(~~')~-/)'j~(f+1)




L = 4 fhl VOJ( Dy - Ol~+ l)lt 0'/
M =-4 {)~:J';OxDJ - 0, '1+ Px 0,
lN = 4D, Ox,y + D, - Ox D)' .
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(II) Influence Functions for Bending Moment Iv1x(c:i'f;f,1), llly(Ol,f;F,l)
(i) A'> f'-
Mx - I [ (k __ K:l.O, ) [f( +M(KdK2.) R - .2KzN R. J
- 8TrVA~-f-2 If 'O~' ,2' L (K2.-Kt) 2 L(K2~) 10
( 'K,p,)! K) M(K,-tK2.) - 2.k,N &:> ) J
..,. K2f-T 1 1\'- L(K1.-K,) /(, + '-.,(K2 -1<,) 1\11 )
M - I [( D, ) { R /VI [K,-rK2) if 21(1./'J!< j
Y - ~-rrV);2_t<1. K1DrJ -K2 1 + L(K'L- K,) 2 - LO<i..,.-k,) I'D
- (~-;(,) { R I - M(J(, +K;.) R +.2.KIN ~II J J
I(, OJ L ( K2. -let)· I LdKr-K,J ]
(ii) A <fA-
MX = 8.".)f'->" [ K. (/'''' ~)!<.r <- Ie, (/'- -§)) f4 +-.JiF(I'-~)Ra
+ 2~M (fi + -if) R.<I- - 1<4~. (~a_>.(~J) ~/2 ~ 11# /(1) J
My = 8Tri~'-N [~(f'~ + /) Rj - :U(3(t'~~ - tJ R.,. + ~~(;; -IJ RJ
+ ' 2JvfVI {-f2.!... +.(,) fJ + N ( \ - ..,.!::L.() -) R ..,. 4I<:JN OJ JL flD(J ,....,. ,.I~L /\, 'Dc1 12 L '"
(iii) A= f-
, Mx = 81f1/'x{ (.~ +~) Rs- ± (.;\ - -¥f;){>:{ r9-~) ~,
+ (2H~1.0)C,H:o)C:t)(A-{;)+2(~)Dxrt R + 1f):,~;t{(>..+.J0')'l1_()._.EL)1i);s.
OlC~ ( :lH - Olf~) S 2H....D)C~ l?J I Or! r, I
+ .2o)(l (A - *J Af'n T; J
a.H -o><J I
My - I [(.J2L+ A) Rr ± (...J2J.. -~ )~( /)-"1) S3T'fl!>; 0v , oJ . I I I
+ (2H).-~O)(a H+ P,lt~)(~-.>.)+~).Dx·t R
s
_ 'IX .PlCt({J!.L+>")'fJ+(-§L_A)S)~,
D)(~ ( 2. H - f))C't) J.H-D)CV DJ { 'J (
+ :2 DlIjf (~-A~"'ABV) ~ ,J
.2 H - D~d t- I
(4.12)
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(iv) A = f= I (isotropic)
(I)t ( p+~ ) + .2 nl~?l) ~ e-~ct9:t~} ] ~ 11.-01 ~'?l r
'j I r (IH) L'l 0."'2(€-~) - C/<l(",.,.n +( H'J(f- ~) I
7f (J Cd<> ((J-~) -CQ()(O< -()
. ~h(f-7) -. ~h((?-~) .J + (S+J))(I-~.J )<
CdOt..(r;-~)-;;~(oI-f) CCC)~(rB-1J';"'CIf"O(0I+f) . d+V (4.13)
L ~(rV' (f- +~) - C-t/V (Or'+f ) / -)) ( )d C40A ((i+7) -C47J(Or'-[J .- . J+JI (1+))))1 +(I-J;l)~))
.. ~l(f-r7) _... /JA;V\),'..{(J+~) .) 2f1-V)/i1fjC~A(t8+~)-CO\)(OI-() cd()~('tr1)-C4?{oIfF)) + J+Jl )(
) c.dC)t((?+~)bO(oI-f)-I. _ c..eft>~(f+1}CAV(DI+~)-I.) J
J (c tnt.. ((1+7) - C.trO(ot-F)):1 ( c.vvA ((J+~ j-c.u;I(OI-tf)) 1. 1
My= I [(I+V) jff7:1 C<70h((J-1J-o....{oI.,.U_(I_V)((l_'II))
81T "-" (J C~k((t-~) - C-u7(OI-fJ ( ).
~t..((d-7) _ . ~(;;~~) } + (J-+V)(I-Jl)
Cd()/.. (rB-1 ) - C~ (OI-F) c..~ ~ (r9-~)-~ (0I+f) 1 .:J + )) . ><
/J ~~ (fJ+n )- C-04> (e>t+[) I -v (
,Log h ~ J . -. ((I+.JV)11+u-v)f)}·(J UC? ((1+7) -c~{ot-f) ..3r)) I·
~ttJf+1} _ . ~"-(f+7) ) _ ;2u-v)fi,
CtPt.. ((1+1) - C-tP (o(-() CQVh((Jt-7) -.~ (o<+f) 7 .:J +- r ):t
J CA/V"((J+1)~(()(-!)- / CJ.fftt.rf+1)Cp(rx+()-1 JJ
1 (ctPl((J+~) _C4()(o(_!})'l - {Ctr.Jt, (~+7)-6P(0I+-F))~
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From the pr~ctical point of view, the most general case is the case
where the third edge is elastically supported. The corresponding





EI: Bending stiffness of the edge beam._
GKt: St. Venant's tors~onal rigidity of the edge beam•
.. .
Elw: Warping rigidity of the edge beam.
,
The solution can be obtained in the same way as illustrated before)
though it may be very complicated.
Three cases treated in this chapter are actually the special
cases of this particular problem.
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CHAPTER V
Influence Function' fora, Rectangular Pl'at-a
With Simply Supported Edges
5.1 Method of Solution
The influence surface for the deflection of a rectapgular
plate w~th simply supported edges will be derived in double Fourier
series form (Navier's Solution)and thereafter it'will be converted
into a single series form (Levyts solution).,
It turns out to be a simpler way to find the solution than
the ordinary method illustrated in Chapter IV.
As far as the influence surfaces for bending moments Mx
and My are concerned~ influence funct~ons can be expressed ;in terms
of Jacobi's elliptic functions in this particular case.
Making the length of one side, say b, infinitely large,
the solutions for semi-infinite as well as inf;inite plate strip
will be derived again with the aid of Fourier's integrals.
5.2 Navier's Solution for a Rectangular Plate with Simply Supported Edges
Consider a rectangular plate whose side~ are a and b res-
pectively (Fig. 5.1). The concentrated load P=l acting at (X,y)
can be expressed in the following double Fourier Se~ies:
f' (Lt,V) =22 Q ...
"", .. , 1-1= I
where
Assuming the
(1 ... = ai fl' f (u, V ) ~ ",:f.("":~ "r eL~,Lv
4. .b ..l!",- f1I'1""X. /J, : -1. .2!!JJL~b ~- ~ ~ b
solution W(u,v;x,y)
00 oc




It is easily seen that all boundary conditions are satisfied by
equation (5.2). Substituting equation (5.2) into the origin~l
partial differential equation» btMt\ can be determ:ined.




This is the solution for rectangular or orthotropic plate corres-
ponding to N~vier's solution for an isotropic plate.
5.3 Tr~lsformation of Navier's Solution into Levy's Solution
Navier's solution can be transformed into Levy's solution
with the aid of the followi~g summation formulae (See (2) p.198
Appendix)
+
~It JC ( rr- x)
~h.Krr
K2~K2 r2'J:' c:tt,K;:;Tr) -.2~2 - :J.I/·




Taking the case of A> fA-, the transformation will be illustrated
briefly. From equation (5.4):
where Kl' K2 are the constants defined in Chapter III.
Applying the second formula of equation (5.5) to the series of
y in equation (5.6):
00 Cd:>h T1;K,{-f(I~) -71)
'"L ' -"'I!l ",;...""'"" { ITW ~ ~ Gl- abfffpC} ~~)( /(1 2_ K1~J ( ~k9 . ~ 'W/1fbk2.
...., =I et..
...,,- OdD h. ¥'<: Iet(-ft(j -V) -7T)
..".. C(7)~ .111j'<r+(1++')-"'-)
(W£IG) ~?t ty1A rrb K, ('WJk~ ~ H"7rDki
~ . <:t e:t.
+ 1T
C-tr.> t.. ?I-t: KI ( f{J-rv)-7T)
J ((j~v)(~~Kt) ~1,?11TrbK,a
This solution for an orthotropic r~ctangular plate corresponds
to-Levy1s solution for an isotropic plate. Without repeattng the
mathematical operation, the results obtained are summarized as
follows. Again"nan-dimensional coordinates as defined in Chapter
IV are employed with another new parameter (Fig. 5... 2).
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(I) Innuence Functions i'or the Def'lection W(OI.,f3; f,~)
(i) >. >fA
(ii) A < fJ.
= """r D~'f'-><,2, nJ (~;.::::j>l'4I'J) [{ Cd"J /, nkJ (f -'1 .." ) ..,.o1<K,f(l->zFr)
'r1: I .
- (!.d()tlL-~((J+~-r)~tf7>rn.~(t+7-r)f CJG,~~/hKJr c-~'XJG,r +'
(iii) A= fA (5. 7)
'.,.'- .
• • .., ........ ~. :..•• ; ...c. ....-.-
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5.4 Representation of' M,r.:,M¥ --Influence Functions by ,Jacobi. s ;$-
FllnCtions
Dif'f'erentiating the solut,:Lon equation (S.~?) with respect to-
,~, p twice, the inf'luenc~ f'unction f'or the bending moments can be
obtained in single series f'orm.
However, the theory of' elliptic f'unction shows that such
series can be expre,~s:ed in terms of' Jacobi v~ )).. -f'u:qctions. (18)
The illustration will be made here only in case- 9f' .A> fA-' •
Assuming f ~1 and carrying out the dif'f'erentiation of'
W(q{,~;f'l) with respect to ex, (3 and f'ormingMx(t>l,,; r,,)
_ riw. clwMlC - ..- ( ~ <9(1). +D, at9 2 )
= l o-~ _,_ { (-/3:.... - k;4_I(C£O"?tK,(t"7-r)-<.d,nK,~"2..,.)J
47TV)..~-f~L Y\ K... P1/ - ~/.,. ~K21' 75. 8)
"& I . . -
- (~ J~,)(/~r"J."I<,{et:1;:::"K;f!~f""))/ (c~?«oI-f)-UO,,(aI~FJ)
Using the relation:
new complex variables are introduced:
I
S"fA + "K, 1/ = a-
U + l: K2.. V /:= ~ 'So
so that
OC+ t 1<, (d = 7T ~o
f'lI \ K __ /7 7,/
I\. +" ~l ....... I..
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Using the new notation equation (.5.9), equation (.5.8) is rewritten:
M = I ~~ _,_ [ (-IJtf -l%i) '/ Ctfu 'l17r-(?!.... "[l+ tKz.I') +'-(jO 117T({~ s/ _~K2t)
X Ern!X~'-f~ 'VI ~h')1KdA 0 Tr c 7T
:!I / i&t) I -/ ,'J<,t) . (- 1 / (' K2r)
- eA10 otTr( ?- ?~ + .7T -C.d;;>?17T( ? - ? 0 - . 7T - c({U ~ 7T ?+ (" + -:;r
( I -I 'IGr) '(_i -I 't'K,/) ..,..../ / / /K,J"_)j
- C-tn> t?1 7T r + '0-7r" +C-d7J 11 7T S -r So +~/ +e..t1'V""" ( f +-? - V-/
}
- <:i~-,I1:!%f~j { C-d7> 0l7T( f - fa + (.~)<.) +c,~ ?t TTl f - 50 - (.'';1'-1
,'Jr.)< - "IC>f ( - i.U
- C2.-rofYI7T( (. - r~ + ~') -e-efOQlflT{r - (0 -~ -~C??t.".. (+ t ...,... .,.,.)
, .
- C(1() fJ117T( S +- (r> - t'f/') + c.At'/17rff +- fr,'+ /';!)+C~/J17T(?, +!~- c:.i':9JJ
The theory of elliptic function furnsihes the following mathe-
matical relations:
where
where T 1::: t..'K:;.f-
.".
T = the period of ~o(Z)
(.5.11)
Performing the mathematical operation indicated in (.5.11)
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M = I Re [('--I£-_J<z.0..)1_,lt> ~(-f'-r/+T-)_f J(?~(:-r)
)l 8rrv >'~-f-l K2. Dy :/5 (J' 0 2. . 0; I' 2.
+ I-d ~ ( f'-2 r:+ T) + J-'d~ ((1_ r:-
T1) + ~(J,JD ( ?+2io + T)
+ ,t,/ J.( r'+F-T) - ~,(/Jo( f~f/+T)_ L.J.J.? ?:?:-T~ }
+ (-*- K;;')! _l(J J; ( 7-J-T) + l.d j}o( "[1+/: +T) -tf-(JJo(- f-}+T)
+ £"!,J~( r-~~-r-) + ~JJD( f'~c+r) + l'1 A1o ( f+Io/-r)
f,o;Jo( fT:I+T) - l~A, ( (+2(';-C)1J
where
In the same way, influence fUnctio~s for the other cases of bend-
ing moments can be expressed in terms of Jacobi's elliptic fUnction.
The results obtained are summarized as follows:
(5..12)
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(ii) A < fA
Remembering the relations:
K I ::- K,] + t I K 4 "/('- = K,] - f.,'~
.." I





~ = e-tIr' Y
5.5 Some Remarks on the Computation of &(Ol,U;f,~) and My(Ot',t9;E,~)
A~cording to the theory of elliptic functions an expansion
formulae for ,Af.., (i) exists:
o 00 e.rttl,/J. - I









In ord~r to investigate the convergence of this series, a value
for Y/-rr is assumed, with 117/ = bit{· I. 5'
g -I . S"rr 8 (. t .)= e = o. C () 3 9 c J.so ropJ. c
Therefore series (5.13) con:ver~es so rapidly that the sum of first
two terms will give a verY accurate result. So
I '
,J, (i:) rv 2. 1+f~ c-d?hrJ + l' e-~ 01 ~"-f)~!2(
~ J 01 (Y-eJ:; L:;f + / Ce0.y0l ~"tl(l) ]
J-, - Cf, + L' efl '
CP I rv 2- 3 ;f ( p.-«--~CY C#1)" f - f ~'..-~.JOI C~ ~';f )
ep I IV 'L!..j ( CfJ"C) 01~ 1..(1 - 3 l(!.d7>,j()f~~,Jf)
() ',2. ~ " '-5.15)
/.v;(l) = ep, '+ efl I'\- 43 -;:( c-a>{2~ -~~2()() (-j. - 1 ~-21 'C~J..2(i (ldV201)
Using this expansion formu1a~, very accurate results of Mx and My
can be obtained. ';rhe influence functions for Mx or My of semi-
infinite plate strip can be deduced from (5.12) making b- 00
Consider Mx,' in case of )c. > rt', '
With the aid of expansion formula (5.15>
Re [ ~J~~}i(~J=+[to; :~(Xfr~l~t~~I: J
Since
,b »() I:' 6 : 0-
f-/I2. "IJ,(~;~· A., 4!-;:(co;)hK2((J+~)-C.~(rX~f))
1J;(r;G) I~ rv 4 8+(cfPhK~(~-~)-~(C<'+f})
IJ, (-s:-Y I' I"'- 41 t (~hkl.(f-7) -c-~(oI-f))
IJ,(~~rc» /2. r-J 4i!( ~1KJ.rf+7)-Cc?(0(+r))
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Similarly
R e S,(~)J,(l;r'i .rl.J ,,9; (¥)J, (-¥) J'"
Making b---.oo so that q~ o.
M x = 8rrV>",-f" C(KIf' - kpi)( P., -1<.J-(K.f<- K;,:'){I<,- R,) ]
This corresponds to the result obtained previously for a semi-
infinite strip.
5.6 Application of Fourier Integrals for the Solution of Semi-Infinite
Plate Strips.
Another simple way to find the solut~on for the semi-infinite
plate strip is to start from the Navierts solution for a rectangular
plate. As an example an isotropic plate is considered whose in-
fluence fUnction for the deflection is
CfJ'ftlM(IJ./V) ~M(Z,'J)
A""'.....
C(f\) ¥Cd-V) - ctr.;1J{{J'T"v)
[(-~) 7.+ (.1lf) LJ '-
lYIaking b - 00 the summation of series with respect to y is re-




(5016) can be transformed to~
W ( t..L V ''Y) a. 2 _~ t {( I .... ¥('1-v)) e±~~-V)
.) ) "-/ d = 21T3 0 L Y1{J I....... a
lM.=r
Tr -~'d+-l/) )
- ( 1+ ~ fHt-VJ) e. tl. ~ ~ 'M:~~
This checks the results obtained in Chapter IVo
It is apparent that the first series represents the influence
~nction of an infinite plate stripo The second series is due to an
anti-symmetric load P with respect to the x-axis (Mirror Method)o
Further applications of the Fourier integral will be discussed in
Chapter VIle
50 Other Boundary Value Problems of Rectangular Plates
If a rectangular plate has two parallel edges simply
supported solutions in product form as illustrated in Chapter IV
are applicable (5~1)0 However, for other conditions solutions can be
obtained by superposition, taking equation (504) as the particular
solution of the problemo Unfortunately the solution leads to an
infinite number of simultaneous equations for which only approxi-
mate solutions are possible o (Figo 5-4)
By making the length of one edge .. infinipe+y long
in those solutions obtained so that changing the summation to an
integral; solutions for semi-infinite plate strip can be deri~ed"
in Fourier integral formo (Fi'go 5-5) 0
''0 CHAPTER VT
Influence Functions for Moments in Slab Continuous
Over Flexible Cross Beams
6.1 An Infinite Plate Strip With Simply Supported Parallel Edge
·+Fi-g.~t,...l)
At y=O the plate is continuous over an elastic cross beam
wi th a constant bending stiffness EI. The coordinates of a po,int
on the cross beam are taken as (z,o) ... -z being the x-·coordinate
in order to distinguish this point from a general point (u j v) j
referred to as the influence point. The deflection of a general
point (u,v) due to a concentrated load P at'point P(x .• y) can be
expressed by the following integral equation:
W (tX,f!i VI) = PCr (Ol'f; ;,"/) - f; I (f-/ti:(r;D'{,~)G{OI'I'r, o)d~ ( 6.1)
Here again non-dimensional coordinates defined in Chapter III are
introduced with a new parameter
,7 _ 7TZ
) - tt
T'he function G(rx.~(J;F,~) is Green's function for the deflection of
point (~,~) of an infinite plate strip with simply supported edges.
(It is given in Chapter III, p.25).
The first term under the integral sign in equation (6.1)
J:[ J ~4W(r,o;r: n)EI(t:t..) ~ ~4- (expresses the distributed reaction of the cross
beam acting on the plate.
When mul tiplied by Green's function G(eX.,(3; (,0) and inte·-
grated over the length of the cross beam the integral constitutes
the influence of this beam on the deflection at point (~,f) ..
Assuming the deflection surface W in the form
( 6. 2)
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The fUnction ¢ is determined by substituting (602) into (601)
rA (ot a' f n) =- -rfEI f ;fW(~, 0/ qJ,,{ot /i I ~ ) d 'Ti /(V J / l ct.] d (4- t.:r I( J >/0 . ~
o
Since ¢ is a continuous fUnction with respect to ex.. and t ' it
can be developed into eigen-fUnctions associated with GreenYs
function G as follows:
00
¢(()/Jl / F, '7)=:2 a..r r. 7) 'f. ("',f8 )
" :. I
Confining the discussion to the case A> f- :
Substituting into (603) and repla~ing G byequatiori {30l4> ,giV~s.;."
" - ..
Mu,l tiplying both side s by sin nlX and' integrating with respe st
to ex from 0 to 7T , the orthogonality relations simplify equation
(605) considerablyo
..JI:. ;;. l't K, (i q:. IIIK..f)"7f E I
2 a ... (s, ~ )(K1 e. - K 2. e .". ;: - T· 2 ytJa. f D
J
V). 2 _ f-l
Ci'G f "K,f'_ K, e'''f) [ dJ;~{,oJ,....'.-... ",?,J t"
with the substitution D
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the function an can be determined. Agaip use of the orthogonality





The non-dimensional parameter F depends on the ratio of the bend-
ing stiffne~s of the plate in y direction Dy and the bending stiff-
ness of the cross beam EI as we~l as .A' and r-. Substituting the
pertinent values into (6.2) with P=l yields the influence function
for the deflection:
(6.9)
- l( )~.. ( K, (-)tK1 K, e~tlK,,)( K, e-HKjf:., 1(1 e._H~~ ] ~1'W ~nf
~ f)'\ tf K,-K') .
The first term within the parenthesis represe~ts the influence
surface for the defl~ction of point (~,~), of a simply supported
plate strip without cross beam. The second term expresses the
influence of this beam. If the cross beam is inifinitely rigid,




On the other hand, in the absence of across beam, EI-.-.O, and
r -00 such that
f~ I =0f -fi'fX) "t2(?t+f) CI( ,.....-Kl )
and the second term will disappear entirely (reduced to the case
of infinite plate strip)o
in a similar manner:
The following results were obtained
(I) Influence Surfaces for the deflec'tion W(iX, (J; f, ~)
(i) A > fA-
where I--f









~ (fg~ +/) cuornKr-! + Kj (ft~; -I) ~Ot~!(J~fko/~?iS
(iii) A = r-
oo
fv1 x = 2~l[+i eM ~;h e)( - ~')"-V3\lf-~) 1e±''''lf-1)
"1= ,
. - 'n lr (t +'n P;1)/ ().. + %; )+ 0 - ~}rd>:Pi e-'I>:"IP'V] .....:-,"O(~'>IJ
e>o
My = 2;roLC{{ (AT-s:-)±()-t)~VJ:(f-'1Jle±~~(f4)
l'I ~I
:~, - I (1+~VX'l)){()( + !2L)_( A-£..)rx~/)) e-WJ5i(P+~)] .a.-t.-~"'-~O<,a..L.:~');t~





~ « 0 ; the signs preceding 7 must be changed in
the second series of above equations o
In~genera19 it appears to be impossible to sum the series
of the equation (6011) 0 However 9 for several specific values ofp,
such a summation can be made~15) (16) (17f;~: results obtained for the
case of a rigid cross beam 9 that is, p =0 are tabulated as follows.
(III) M~ My - Influence Surfaces f:·or the Case of the Rigid Cross
': -~~' '.~'~~ .
. Beam ( p =0)
(ii)
A>P.
M x = '8Jr~ [(1(,,...- j(~;) { R, + k,!"" /K, R, - K> R..) r
- (k~r-- ~;') { R, + K2~KI (K, R, ~K'J. R,c) j J
M " =. I . [(~=) I . ( - _ ) Ir tmj).2-r~ f-'1J K~)J R,1 + Kl-K, ~R2 /(21('0. J
- (.~t; -K/) ! Rl -r K. ~K, (K, R., - k2 RID) r
A<~·· .
M =. I C·) If. ( .+o;.}i..) R + k (U-.i?L) R Ix... 4:rr.Vf2_.N .. 1. ''"t, /'- . Pl· . J. J I Dtl 4- i
--L{ 0 (- . D)( - i
- .2..154 ( f- +- it) RJ + R.t2.) +- k.l { fA + iff ~ (60 12)
- R/2 ) + IV{?-.c ,g;-)( R4 -+= Ro ) +2:2(r -tJ(1</2 - R.;)1J
M y = 4JrV~-A' [{ ~ { ::0.+ I)fl.J +KJ (F¢ -I) R4 j
I { 0 - (0 (- )
-T K4 (-{5y+I)( RJ + R,2.) +KJ ft~ +1) ~-R,.i
+ K J ( r ~; -/){ 1(4 r R 11 ) -+ ~2 ( ;J;; -I)( R/2. - RJ)} )
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.-,rEIwhere
rJ>.. r(). + ~) R..r=FO - ;')'f)\((I-?) S,
- ( >. + ~) !<J" ~ V>: 7(). + It)s, - ~ frtj (). - -fj) 0
- V>:(i{A~-t);S, J
1--My = 3rrV>1 [( ~ + -t:) I<s ± (~ -~)(X(~~7)S,
..,. ( A+ff) Rs - vs: ~ (A +~) ~ +A(i7J ( A- ~) 7i() I.? . ( 'J
+ VX"(1(:A.- ~) E,]
IV. . '). ::: f = I (isotropic)
W = 2;~ ;?;. C~> ( I +" ((-,)) e± >t(f-n '" '(~+P) ( 1+"1') ~
( 1+'rV~) e-)((f+1)] ~~Cl( ~tYlr
I
-=f 4ttD
Mx = I C' ( I+v) te:g c~t..(f-1) -c.er..(OI+f) + (l-v)((1-1))(1.". . (/ Ce0/.. ((1-1) :"'c.cn (oI-f) ,
( ~1t'(&-7) _ ~"-tf-1)) -( I+V) x -
Ct£)~ (r;-~)-C4V{OI-f) C4'J1t(f-r;)-~(o(-+f) .
L. cdO/,Ie+~) -Ctfl>(oI+fJ _ { (I+V)'YJ ~ (I-)))(1) ( ..~t.(f+?)d c~/, (~+1) -:-~(OI-~) ( J efP',((f+~)-(!~(oI-f)
_ ~~ (f-+~) )- (t-v)f I c~~q;T?J)C£(oI';"f)-1 _ ctr<>~(e+1)~~(OI+f)-1 ))1
ctr<Jh ((J-+~) -CIf";)(oI-tr) -. 1UCd;)~((J+'Y/) -~(d.-f)p (~f+7 )--C-ID(OI "fFJY ~
M· - I [ ) Lo Cc1r)~(f?-7)-edO(oI+f) _ ( -)l)(a- ) ( ~~(e-~2Y. - r7T ( I + V (J ceroA (fJ-7) ~(OI-f) I r 7 c(}Ot.((J~)~(rY-f)
_ ~~re-~2' )_ (t-f)l)i--,p &fVhrf+7)-U<>(oI+()Coc>I,((J-~) -6r.>lO<'+f) (J C-dvlr. r{N'7)- ccro{ot-f)
, '- ~ [I+V) 7-( I-j))~ ?( ~~((!+7) - ~((l-t1) , )
- \,' ~4(f+1)~(0I-f) C-If()l.rr9+7)-<:.dO(ot-rV
+( I-V) f 'rJ (C-(f()t(ff-~)Cr.>(oI-f)-1 - c-~~(f+7)C6=J(o{+O-I)J
I (c;h~t1)-~(0I-f})2 (c~ttff+-1)';"Co7>(0(+fJ)-2




Application of Fourier Integrals and ComRlex Variables
7.1 Alternative Methods of Solution
In this chapter, methods other than the ordinary ~ethods
employed so far in Chapters n III and IV will be discussed briefly,
particularly the application of Fourier integrals to the boundary
value problem of a semi-infinite as well as an infinite plate
strip, the application of conformal mapping to isotropic plates
whose boundaries are simply supported.
Rather than solving any particula~ prbbll?m.. br.:La:fc diSlcus,sion
on the general approach of problems involved w~ll be given.
7.2 Application of Fourier Integrals to Problems of Plate Strips
For simplicity, only isotropic plates will be consi4ered.
(i) Influence function of plate strip with simply supported
edges in form of Fourier Integral: Levy's solution obtained in
equation (5.7) can re'adily be rewritten in the form of a y-sine
series (Fig. 5~1):
if u ~ x
w







c-(J()h {q-;O/-t ~((7.-z/I((a-u.)f~t.tA..~-a../~A(a.-ulf)7 ><~h. a.; (f ~t:l.1 /'J
~cJt ~vl dt (tA ~ I( )
Equation (7.1) .represents the influence function of deflection fo~
a semi-infinite isotropic plate strip with simply suppo~ted edges
in integral from. For an infinite strip, the corresponding solu-
1tion is obtained by simply replacing sin yp sin vp by 2 cos (v-y)p,
because sin yp sin vp = ~ (cos (v-y)p-cos (v+y)p), and the latter is
the image of the former with respect to the x~axis(Fig. 7-1).
Next the homogeneous solution of 66W=O will be obtained in
Fourier integral form.
(ii) Homogeneous solution of 66~O in Fourier integral form.
It is easy to see that
( A c-tfOhl'X. ;- B~hl EX + C 'XI a.cr:>/v 'l + f) XI~~I ~) (!~ (J'-lI)I
satisfies the equation 66W=O. Therefore, the general expression
of the homogeneous solution can be written as
w, (u., V; x,;;J = [~(,j') c<'Of, V' + f3 (i) ~/, tt +N't12/ ClOt. z~
0(1) 'XI ~kx./) ~ (,j-V)t d.rt
where A(p), B(p)', C(p), D(p), are arbitrary functions of p.
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(iii) The solution for the infinite plate strip with clamped parallel
edges.
Compining equation (7.1) and equation (7 0 2)
with the boundary conditions
-y W == 0 FJW
"l.-=O ~X =0
X = Q W=o :: = 0
These four boundary conditions determine the functionsA(p),B(p),
C(p), and D(p) in equation (701).
For actual computation of influence functions, the thepry
.-·o:': ............:'-'~~ .
of residues or methods of numerical integration mus"t~"b·e· employed.
(iv) Infinite Plate Resting on an Ela~tic Foundatio~:




kw is the reaction of the foundation. The coefficient k:is'usua.+ly
expressed in pounds per square inches per inch of deflection. This
quantity is generally referred to as modulus of the foundation.
The influence function for the deflectio~ of a simply sup~
ported rectangular plate on an elastic foundation is given in
reference«l) ,p. 252) in double Fourier series form.
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Making a, b infinitely large, writing -f- = df,J ~7T =: (/.J -f-=dt -¥-:t
the double Fourier integral form can be derived
(7.5)
- c~(J(U-£jC-do!(IIV) -C$O~(t.(-I-Z-) ~!(1/7)+t!-tf1)/,(tl+2) ~Jr/l7)) dpdg.
VIIht.ye )(4=:- .
Equation (7.5) represents the influence function of an infin~te
wedge plate whose opening angle is -: (Fig. 7-2). Observing thf;lt
edges of the wedge are simply supported, it can be concluded that
th~ first integral represent the influence function f9r this part-
icular problem. The other three terms are nothing but the image
,of the first term with respect to either x-axis or y-axis••
('7. 6)
This is the soluti-on for this particular case.
The deflection under th~ load can be easily computed
I
Equation (7.6) is the fundamental solution' for the influence
functions' of the infinite pI ate ",on: the elastic. foundation.
The method illustrated so far in this chapter can be easily
extended to the case of orthotropic plates. However, general
, solutions of such problems will not be treated here.
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7.3 Application of Conformal IvIapping
As mentioned in 7.1, if the shape of an isotropic plate is
bounded by straight lines and the edges are simply supported,
conformal nlapping can be successfully applied to find the influence
functions for IvIx and IvIy •
Consider the moment sum IvIx+IvIy-IvI in Cartesian coordinate.
fVJ = M x + /'1 y =-D(I+~)4 IN
I
so that D/::,/::,W= - I +v Ll M : g(X/d)
Therefore, the fourth order plate equation reduces to a
second order equation in IvI. The influence functions of the bend-
ing moment IvIx,IvIy can be easily obtained as shown subsequently,
once IvI is derived. Since IvIx ,T1y ,IvIxy are integral s of line arly vary-
ing stresses, 0x,0y'~XY over the thickness of the plate they have
the same tensor character as a two dimensional stress field. IvI is
an invariant of the system.
Assuming the edges of the plate to be straight segments and
simply supported, IvI will disappear along the boundary:
IvI = 0
Therefore (7.7) and (7.8) constitute the boundary value problem
in a two dimensional moment field. Actually the influence functions
for IvI is directly proportional to Green's function for the deflect-·
ion of membran~. of equal shape •.
Since IvI satisfies Laplace's equation except at the loading
point, it is possible to apply conformal mapping to find IvI in a
given domain from Green's function for IvI of the unit circle. The
theory of harmonic functions. furnishes th'e: Gre'eIT~ s functi.on
. ".
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Observing the similarity between g(r,Q;p,1) and M(;ra,Q;:B1) the
parameter relating the two effects is determined such that
fvf ( y, & ; f, T) = (t-t-v) ~ /-1 Yf C~((}-'f)+ylf 2 (7.10)
4 TT (f y2-27C tri>(B-tp) +f 2-
M(y,Q;p,p) for the semi-circular domain with unit radius can be
derived, taking the image of (7.10) with respect to the line of
Q==O (Fig. 7~3) • ,
~pply~ng the conformal mapping
Z :: re-~(J·
J
f-e, (1- 2f 'ycr(){r;-1)+f~r~(r '--2TfCodCd+F)+f ~ (7.11)
o(yl- 2YfC/<}C()-f)+-f 2) ( 1-)r!C40((;+1)'ff2r~
'w .
Z =e" to e.quation (7.11)
1=
f =
Substituting (7.12) into (7.11):
ITY i I ed"~(e-t1)-(!dV(ot-f)i~c.o~(e-7)~CPc)~fJ/l(7.13)








This checks the result obtained by Nadai((3),p.89) using also con-
-~
formal mapping but in a different way.
Further solutions of M for a rectangular plate or a wedge.-
shaped plate co~ld be obtained with the aid of Sohwarz~Christoffells
.transformation.
.CHAETER.Jl.llI
Piscussion of Singularities of Influence Surfaces
801 Singular Behavior of Influence Surfaces at· the Influence Point
In general, influence surfaces exhibit singular behavior
at the influence point, singulari ties are due to the si;ngular
(particular) part of the solutions~ Sinc~ regular part of the
solution does not show any singularity, they can be disyarded as
far as the ·discussion of the singularities· are concerned~
.,;, In this chapter, a general discuss~on Of the singularities
of influence surfaces will be given, that is~ sipgularitie~ of
the influenye surfaces mx,my,~y, ~,qy at an interfor point of the
plate, of the COTner reaction r of a simply supported rectangular.
plate, of the boundary moment my of a clamped edge,of the boundary
moment rnx of a free edge and of support moment mx,my of slabs con-
tinuous over a flexible cros~ beam. Numeric~ values will be pre-
sented so that the general appearance. of surfaces can p~ easily
visualized.
8.2 Derivation of Singularities of Influence Surfaces
In the case of an isotropic plate the singula~ solution of
plate equation D~~W=q(x,y) is ~210gr where r is the distance be-
tween the influence point and the, loading point •
.These singularities can be obtaine'd considering the neigh-
I
borhood of the influel1.ce point (pI.,f3) only~ Taking the coordipates





wi th c. :;:0 and 6 ~o the terms of the influence functions are ex-
panded into series. Neglecting higher order terms in the singular
part of the solutions and discarding the regular part entirely
expressions for the singularity are obtained.
(I) Singularities of Influence Surfaces mx,mxy,qy at the Interior
Point of the Plate
. Since my and Clx show the same s;i.ngular behavior as mx and qy
respect~vely, mx and qy will be discussed only. In order to d~s­
tingu~sh the singular part of the influence function, suff~ 0 will
be used in every case.
Taking the solution given in(3.l5)thev~c1n~tyof the.ln-
fluence point (~,~),f,? can be expressed as follows:
f = 01 + C I '1 = fJ 7- f ( E*o~ $'* 0 )
Consider the case of ,), >r- . Since c :#= () / $' =:= tJ
~_Ih)t K2-(f-7)-UV{cx+[J I'"'v /-CdO~Ot'
Introducing pqlar coordinate
i
and discarding the regular part of the influence function:
log:2(1-eos2~), following final result is obtained
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Similarly, (rr:scy) 0' (qy) 0 can be obtained.
The results obtained are summarized as follows.
(i) A>r-
(Wi x). IV 8ITO,I, ....:/" [{K, f"l " K,({-J) £.v Y' ( e.~ ~ + K., ' •••:", "w )
( I/) II i (1 ~' '. J.) J
- 1<,Ii - Kll-5;di 1(1' .r . C.r.:> '& + K. ,4.<-"~ ~
(ii)
+
IV I [ '( _A) ~-I( 2k.JJ4~~)~TrV j.l-A~ 21<J fA 0l (!.~~+).~.. ~&
- ~ ( f- + ;)1.;; _,(4. ( ~~ + 2) to-e:",,/& co-.:lt9 + t< ~,4.(...~ fl& ) ]
(iii)
(WI. J. rv i ~ [-( V5I + ~i,,) ~r:l r'{ c"" '<9+..\ ,.....;"-~)
2tA(). - *)~ Jt) ].
. ~~+~~~~'
(m>ta)t:> rv 01~ ~f) C-d"O ~ ,
2 7f){ 0Q C-<r.> ~ +- A~~&
( (;dJ. I ( p:~() )("'v - 4a..r c..~~ +.A ~2&
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7TOJVfL a_ >.. 2-
A=-r-
1
C-dV f) - 2. K.J~&C~t}- 1- fI:~l~
1 " , , """, J
C-<JV '& +.2./(;'~9 ~'& r fl ,4A--u."&
(III) :\3ounciary Moment of Clamped Edge (inx)o (my)o
(i) A > f""
( WllC)o tV'
, 1., • 2-
C-~~+ /(.1~G
(!.en) ~+ k, ~,~
2...1 ~ 2-
Cd" tI + K1.~'~
~~ + J<,~~
(K, +K,) 01
4~~ A1.- f l.
A-' ( K, +K2)
'4TTV A1-f2
(ii)
(iii) A = r-
"l~",
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(IV) Boundary Moment of Free Edge (rnx)o
( ii)
+ 4~D,N J~ ( 2J<r14 ~2.~ -) J





IV I (~) {2H~-.2~H+O)C;)l~ -t)+.2(*)O~: +( A 4-~)} )(
!7T(S: l} o'(~( 21-/ - D'IIt) D~ )




(ii) A < fA-
where
(iii) A =- f-
where f = 2, II)!. 2etDjV~V WEI
ifr=o, (rr.oc)o,(my)o are the support moments in case of a rigid
cross beam" Furthermore, it is easily seen that 2(mx)o, 2(my)o
are exactly identical with the boundary moments for a clamped edge.
The function J(p) introduced here is defined as ~ol~ows:
00 I I
"""2 ( ')1- ~+r)
"'~"J.5·-
=+r"ktf)+f+ b q2++{-\}(.!#-)-'t(-f)If
where Y'{ f) is the Psi-function introduced, by Gauas (28).
-~~~~-------~.-~~-----~--~--------~~-~-~--~~----~--~-------------~~ Derivation is given in Appendix.
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and t =0, 5772156649 --- (Euler's constant)
For practical computation of J (f)' the following two
mathematical formulas are used.
I¥I
i!"r-f) + r- = - -f cot ~7T+ fL{ e~ (~~~.".) '-7 ~(.1{f) ~ ~,e1 (:Ht)
11=1 (11.= 2 J ¢----- /':1, 2~J·-(1I-rl))
. p.-I ( I /
-f (f) + r =l +- (f • 1,2, .J, - - )
11:/
8~3 Gener~l Appearance of Singularities
In order to visualize the gener~l appearance Of singulari-
ties, the isotropic case A = fA =1 is considered here.
(a) (~)O' (Irly)o' (qy)o at the interior point of a slab.
t l7T r~(1+)1) £'r/ 1" 1
(1- II) ~~'- 2.. f)
a."..
t'"V - / ~&
4~'Y
(b) Corner reaction(r~of simply supported edge
( r)fj rv
(c) Bound~ry moments (mx)o, (niy)o of clamped edge
( /)M..)( ) () . I"'- _.;:. ~~ :l.~ .
(r;M..J}o rv - .~ ~2.tJ
(d) Boundary moment (mx)o of free edge
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(e) Support moments (~) 0 ~ (my) 0 of a c'ontinuous. slab
( Wl.)C ) 0 A- - 2 ~ [-d/~~ +' ( I + V ) j (f) J
(IYVLl ) 0 I'\; - 2 ~ [ - ~.-~& -+- (I + V ) J (f) ]
Th~ above equations, except (e), were already obtained by
Pucher(4). Fig. 8-1 gives a graph~cal represent~tion of these
singularities. ~~
Knowing the singular behavior of the influence functions,
their general appearance in specific case~ can be ~asily drawn as
shown in Figs. 8-2 and 8-3.
A three dimensional view of tpe (rnx)o surface at the in-
terior point of a slab is also given in Fig. 2~2.
8.4 Discussion on th~ Singularities of Orthotropic Plates
, , .-,,, ' ,·1 . . , '
As pointed out in Chapter II (4), the domain 0 ~ X' ~ 10
d '~f- ~ lOis of practical importance. Therefore, numerical com;-
putations were made for s~veral Cases listed in Fig. 8-~
Generally, the i~fluence functions take completely different
mathematical expressions depending on the relation; A ~ ~.
How~ver, results of numerical computation show that'the influence
surfaces will change t~~ir shape as wel~ ~s their numerical values
cont'inuously according to the value of ). an:d~.
The domain A. < r-- 'i:s the case w~ene the mathematical ex-
pressions take their most complicated fo;rm. Howev~r? it is ex~
actly this domain where most of the data o,r actual bridge slabs.
-----~-...,----'--_._----.,.----------_ ..--- ...... - - ...------ ---- -- .-- -- - -------
* (~).o,'" for the interi~r point,.(~o) foJ;' the free edge be~ome
infiniteiy large at the influence point. In computing the con.,.
tours shown in Fig. ,8-1, : the assumption Y =0 was made. Fur-
" thermore, for the cases where the singularity tends to infinity
a value of the influence function equal to zero was assumed. As
all contours are similar this assumption does not infiuence their
general sl;1ape.
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fall, (Fig. 1-4), (especially for 'bridge slabs, cases ~ =0, ~ <: fA-
(points on the f- -axis) are of importance).
Results of numerical computation are collected in Figs. 8-5,
8- 6, 8-7, 8-;8, 8-: 9 , 8-10, 8-11.
It is easy to understand how mountains (positive zone) and
valleys (n~gative zone) will change their shapes, cor+tracting or
expanding depending on the value of ~ and r-- .
.,~.
Some of the mathematic~ aspects of the singularities of
orthotropic plates have recently been discussed by Mossa~~wski(ll)




In this dissertation mathematical expressions for the
influence surfaces of orthotropic rectangular plates are derived.
t~e.Pt~~p+pal results of t~e ~nv~~tigation Can be divided into
1:9Ur parts ~
(1) Cases Solved
The Green's function for the decflection of an infinite
ortbotropic plate strip with s~mpiy supported parallel edge.s is
solved as a fundamental case (Chapter III). Combining this
splution with the homogen~bus solution for .. orthotropic rectangular
plate and determining its. coefficients such that the combination
fulfills the boundary conditions at the third edge, the influence
functions for the semi-infinite plate strip with simply supported
... ~ ", :
parallel edges are derived in Chapter IV.
Using a solution in double Fourier series form (corres-
ponding to Navier l s solution for .~sQtropic plate) rectangular plate
with simply supported edges is treated (Chapter V). Through
~ummation a solution in simple series form is developed. Fin-
. .
ally, in Chapter VI, the plate' strip continuous over a flexible
qross beam is studied.
(2) Closed Form Solutions
In 'this dissertation, most. solutions are carried. throug4 to
a closed form by making use of several mathematical summation
:t6rinula.e~ Thus, the discussion 'of the singularities, of the influ~
ence functions become possible and the general appearance of in-
fluence surfaces around the singularit'iesis made clear•. Many
previous solutions for isotropic plat~s are in series form which
" ;",",
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converge very slowly in the vicinity of the influe~ce point and are
divergent for the point itself. They do not allow a discussion
of singular points •
.,'
(3) Discussion of the Singularities
Discarding the regular part as well as higher order terms
, ~.
of the singular part i,nthe vicinity of the influence point ,-the
solutions are obtained for various cases. Assuming variou~. values
for the orthotropic parameters A and f'- a general investigation of
the singular behavior of the influence surfaces is made.
(4) Practical Application
In practical application. the orthotropic papa,m~ters >.. and r-
seem to be· limi ted as follows:'"
'L'\' c:::.__ 10o = /\
o ~ fA-- c:::., 10
This square domain covers such cases as two~way reinforced
concrete slabs, grid work systems, .corrugated sheets, plywood plates,
stiffened plates, etc. Orthotropic bridge slabs faIl generally in
the domain A< fA and even A~ 0 as shown in (Fig. 1-4l.
Assuming twelve values of ~ and fL ' I+umerical computation
of the singularities was catiried out, and the results-were re-
presented in contour line diagrams.
The change of the shapes as well as numerical values of
in;fluence surfaces due' fo changes of '~ and fJ... are easily vis-
ualized. Since the change of influence surfaces in shape ~d
numerical value is continuous depending upon the change of A and
f ' an interpolation between the computed surf~ces is admissi~le.
CHAPTER X
ApEendix_
1. Mathematical-Formulae for the Summation of the Series of
00
the Type - ")' ; II c..cro 'M. X.
~
. If & is a complex variable and /e/<' ,the following
-expansion holds.
EXpressing Z in polar coordinates
Z = Ye_~9= r (CdOS+;'~O)
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(A)





~ ~ ~. :~ M IZ =Ly(/o",e-+lLr~n&
"''''I /ft=,
(C)
comparing equations (A)', (8) -and (C) the ;r?8-~owing expressions
can be de-rived, provided 0 ~ Y gr--CSJ
and
- /-YC4?>tJ _I t ( I-Y 1.. I) -'(D)








From (F), (G) a,nd (H)
~ '(~L ~ C-().;I.?l S =
I\=-/




In the same way several other formulae can be derived. Only the
f~nal expressions are given:
M




( I - 2. 'I c:~ t + (1.) ~
\








(2) Mathematical Formulae for the Summation of the Series of
the Type
Expanding e~'l. into Fourier series in the range (O,?.". J
7re K:l.
--=-~--e~Krr_1
changing k to -k
(A)
_~K7T,:,,::·::-,e~.-~/(~x_ = .,.... ,II< _)
e-J. 11'"_1 "'
II~ /
Combinding equation (A) and (E)
(B)
7r e I({ X-Tr) +1 ()OK C-tIOl)t :t -~ 1)I1..~'l'\.Xt. K1r_ .e.. -I(7T" .2k. 'Yl '4+ 'K'l 1)1.)+K"
11 =/ 11=/
-K(1-Jr) 2~ +2 I>e> I')'l.~~';t-rre _ . I( Cd> " x: +2eKJr_ e-K '1f 1\.1.2+K2 "l'1. "+ 1(1.
. H::., 11=-/




-rr c-£>t.. kr X_7r)
. ~(KTr == ---L +k
I (E)
Differentiating equation (E) with respect to k
+ -1L. . (z -rr)~k(;t~Tr)~K""~ .". 'C4DJ.. K7r UDh K(t-Trj
.}./(. f • • ~"- 2.k.:rr
..,,-1. Cd7JkK( X-7f) CeQ~/C'" 7T(~""T). ~t«~-"..)
+ 4k2 ~ ~(~ic,;-- 4k'- ~I...K7r
(0 <: 't. ~2.7r)
In the same way many usefUl summation formulae of series can be
obtained.
(3) Derivation of J(p)
However the theory of Gamma functions fUrnishes the fol19wing
relationships ((48}p, 458».
(I)
• 00. I I
., ~[-:vI - 'I1+fJ -
".. ,
Making use of the relations(28) •
rIp) I











J(r> ~~ r~present~d graphically in the fol19wing figure.
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Length of a rectangular plate
Flexural rigidity of an isotropic plate
Flexural rigidity of an orthotropic plate in the
~- and y-axes respectively
Dxy Torsional rigidity of an orthotropic plate
Dl Some elastic constant of an orthotropic plate
E Modulus of elasticity: in tension and compression
~ ,Ey,E" Elastic constants to characterize the properties









Modulus of elasticity in shear
Torsional rigidity of an orthotropic plate, H=Dl+2Dxy
Thickness of a plate
Bending rigidity of a beam
Warping rigidity of the beam
Torsional rigid~ty of the beam
Some constant contrQlling elastic properties of an
ofthotropic plate (Section (302»
Some elastic constants associated witp free edge
boundary (Section (404»
Bending moment per unit length of sections of a
plate perpendicular to x- and y-axes, respectively
Twisting moment per unit length of section of a
plate perpendicular to x-axis
Influence surfaces for ~,My,~y, respectively
Shearing forces parallel to z-axis per unit length
of sections of a plate perpendicular to x- and
y~axes respectively
Influence surfaces for Qx -and Qy respectiY~ly




















Some tr~scendental functions defined in Table (I)
I~luence surface for reaction of a simply supported
rectangular corner ($ection (4.2;. IV»
~olar coordinates
Rectangular c60rdinates ,of influence point
Boundary shears corresponding to ~ and Qy, respectively.
Deflection of a plate in z-axis
Rectangular coordinates
,Non-dimensional coordinates of the influence point (p.25)
Aspect ratio of a rectangular plate (p.42)
Shearing strain component in r,ectangular coordinate's
Unit elongation in x- and y-directions
, , ,
Normal components of stress parallel to x- and y-axes
Shearing stress component 'in rectangular coordinates
Half periods of ~l-functions (p.46)
Ratio of bending rigidity of a cross beam and bending
rigidity of a plate in y-direction (eq. (6.7» ,
Parameters controlling anisotropy of a plate (eq. (3.7»
Poisson's ratio
I /r I (.,. { J ~() Non-dimensional coordinates in complex variable (eq. (5.9»
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u= Displacement in the
(~) -x-direction
·l
v= Displacement in the
DEFLECTION y-directionW
w= Displacement in the
z-direction
IJISPLACEIvrEHTS OF THE POINT Z
w~ = IN
STRAINS
Figure 1-1 TRANSVERSELY LOADED PLATE
-- -- M + ~MlJC ~
- ~J( (j)( et.)C
'" "" ;tQ)( ,
, IoIX + --"")((jX
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q(x,y: external load acting on the plate and in this
case
{
0 (for anJT point other than (x, y) )
q(x,y}=
P=l (at (x,y»
with prescribed boundary conditions. (either statical or
geometrical conditions)
Figure-1-3 GREEN'S FUNCTION W(u,v;x,y) FOR THE
DEFLECTION OF AN ORTHOTROPIC PLATE
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Figure 2-1 (Ir\X) a-INFLUENCE SURFACE IN THE VICINITY
OF THE INFLUENCE POINT












Load in Center of Slab
x
y
Load Near Clamped Edge
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Load in Center of Slab
x
y
"'Load Near Clamped Edge
y
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Load Near the Free Edgy
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___.. __.__' "__. According to the element~y
theory. y
According to test results.
Figure 2-5
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theory of plates (V=O.3)



















Figur~ 3-1 INFINITELY LONG STRIP WITH A CONCENTRATED LO;AD
o V
) l ~-v ~(







































Figure 4-1 SEMI~INFINITE STRIPS
v
b J------------., P(x,y) - Loading point




















(til) c..1 F (Iv) sip
('I) Pip[~~~J F'igure 5-3 POSSIBLE BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMSOF A RECTANGULAR PLATE WITH TWOPARALLEL EDGES SIMPLY SUPPORTED
·,(II)
-,
Figure 5-4 POSSIBLE BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS OF A
RECTANGULAR PLATE WITH ALL EDGES EITHER









Figure 5-.5 BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS OF SEMI-INFIN;I:TE
PLATE STRIPS WITH THE THIRD EDGE SIMPLY
SUPPORTED
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Flexible Cross Beam (EI)
0 V
I )( Q (1)../ v)
-00 I +00(l. K (Z,O)
I x r(X,~)I
Non-Dimensional C~opdinates






































Figure 7-2 INFINITE WEDGE-SHAP~D PLATE
(opening angle= ~)
2
Figure 7-3 CORRESPONDENCY BETWEEN THE UNIT $EMI~CIRC~E
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Figure 8~J INFLUENCE SURFACE FOR SUPfORT MOMENT my OF
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. Figure 8.;.4 SEVERAL COMPUTED CASES
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TABLE I
DEFINITION OF SOME IMPORTANT TRANCENDENTAL FUNCTIONS
Several functions which constitute the influence functions
of orthotropic plates are defined in the following table.
Following remarks should be observed for the application
of this table.
(i) In order to avoid complexity, every function is written
without showing four independent variables ()( ,(1; ('7.
Mx = Mx ( ()(, ~; f, ~)
Rl = .Rl(Ol,r9; F,i), etc.




The .functions Hi is defined as follows:
-Ri = Ri (oc,P; f,-7)
If a function has ± sign, the following sign convention
should be observed~
upper sign (+) for (1 ~ 7
lower sign (-) for f ~ ~
for example:' if (3) 0, YJ>O.











4 ~ _1_ e± ~KI (~-1~~,-M( ~~MOC
6 1'1
11=1
= Lore; C60~ K;(&-7) -c.ov(cx+f)
; c n hk,(f-7 J-c.lf7.)(0I-()




= Lo C-tJV t6(f-,) - c-o<;) (ex +f)
. d C67J1t6\(~-7)-c~(DI-F)
.'--------l------- ---...1
,Functions Series and ClosedForm EKpres~io~s1 I ± I-1K~(f-~)
cQ --;;:\ e ~ tr\ f CD-> f)\ OG
11=/
R7
t -If ~("'~f) (' ,
=
_ ~I /lMA(oI-f) ,
el.-VI e':J: K.2/'1J~~ {OI-tf}J e~ 1(2(~-~ c."" (OI-:f)}
""'"82 -±J... ± YI K:df-~) ,
'1'1 e ~';'lK4(~-'1) ~'l'\r ~t)10(
1<=/
Rg
= lc- 1C-d<l~I(J(e1}-lj;)(oI+f:;:K.,(e1)/{ C~hKa(f~)-~(O(-f:t~fr~1J)1
~ J {C.tr.Jh~(~1)-~Cot+-f~f1)j}{ ~~K.J(f"'JJ-cr-> (oi-.f:f~~1))~
.;.- .
"
00 I ±YlPi:"( .. ) , ,
2.L 11" e:. f ~ A-vv- ~ f (! d"::l il'\ ~
R'l
I\=-/
teu...-I ( ~(ol~r) 1- .-I( ,oJ,v.IOH})
-= ~/A.. ef(5«fHlLC-&O(oI:-f)e';'5(f1)-~(oI+-f)
00
4~ -vdK·rH<"J, ,e, ~..... It\. f p",,- /lit D(
RIO 11 =-,
Loa c..dV~(K,e4-K'1) - ~(o(+f)- CtJ<;h (J<~I+K'1) - eer:>(rx-f)
f>O




tl:> c-60h(K,f+/(2') -~ (oI+[)ocoo hJ K'f+ /(2?) - C§<> (01- ! )
Z I -''''IP''I)· , .g H:= ~ e C-,r.) 'I1!<.t(P.-1) ~~"""..\r ,4-",:"-"" ol
R'2
= ~ ~ c.o:>hKJ (f+~) -ca;;(oI+f :FI<...IP1J1! C6Z>~~(P+"l)-C~(oI-rJ±I<,.(e-.,,))?





r:--'~ " lFunctions Series and Closed Form EXpressions2 ±, -Io1K,{I'+'1) i ,. ,I4' . -:vie ,Q.-t..""'-!\1.K.t If-1)~ "'to'~ Il1f [
11=/ ( , ~ ~ (~ /R,,3 - ;t~' ,Q.MA(rx-r±K4f&-,J + taM"" 0I.-+-FT"IG4(f94p> i
- eKJ ((I~j - CGo{oI-HJ4(f-tt») e/(s(~+~1> -~(Ol+j= "fi<4lP-?J)
-ta;'( ~(cX-n;lGt(e-~)) ~-~-/( ;:UM(OI.+r±J4.fe-w 1i
. e. ~cp~)-~(O(-H/c4((HIJ) e KJ (P+-f!J-c.I5D{o<+j=-r4ff-7J) I




. ~It ~{€-7} J
- C-(F:)h fX(f-') -c-tfO(ot.,..rJ cd:>((XCf-7J-~(O(+{)
OQ




= C-(JOld~'(t9-1)"" c.dV(O<+f) efT<) I...&rf-? )-c-~(OI-f)
I




C.~h K,(f-~) - C-tr<:>(Ci<+[} - C@Ir.K,(~-~) ,...~{OI-fj
oc
-:J: .. /(.. (~-~) \
I 42 e ~V1.~1)1 r t!.ffO !'?1..0r'
I H::./
34 ~(OI+f) ~(OI-f)
= -~h Kdfl-7) -C-dV (o<-I-[) C-tF>h K2-(f-7)~~{O(~ f)
()Cl42 eI"'KJ(t9-~), 'f~1Yl0l ~f).t
VI =I
S6
1= [ ~hK, (f-?) .
- ~(k'(f-7) J
= ~l /(dt9-1) - u;>{Of-f) C6:>t.kdP"'1) - c~ cOtr f)
--
Functions Series and Closed Form Ex:pressions
coZ ±v1Kl(~-~) , '4 e ,R-<-1.-~ <Yl f ~.111.. 0(
~:I
S,
= T [~~k~(&-~J 1:u;"JJ<~ (t9-1) ]
-,e.-D.)~ Ki..( f-1) -ctP(o<-f) e.cuh K'J.(~-~) -G~(e>(+f) ,
(>it)Z ±>1KJ(p-r1J '8 e CL.P I"r\ ~ ((3-,) ~111. ~ c.ovl}1o'
:37
1'\=/ ~ (ol+f +K4((1-,J) ~(o(- f :f-14(P'-1»)
-= C6)h Ka(f:~} -cro(O<'+'f =FK...«(S4») - c~41<3(~-~) -ctr.>(IX-f =FK.,.(f3-'?J}
+ ~(O(+f :J:~C€'-rpJ _ ~(oI-f :h(e-ryJ)
ca<>h k~ (,e-~) -uv(OI-/-f±I<4(fiJ) c.. (l;)~ /(3 ( ~-fj ) - c n(OI-f ±/4.(f-1})
2 ± I'IKJ(f-~) ,
T 3 e ,Q.-t.-v~11 l4(f-1) ~~ 11 ~ CC?>/)\ 01
. H: I
$8 -= ~""k:JC(s-~) + ~K1(€-1)CcP~KJ(P-~)\- C(f;){Of+J =F/(4(~4JJ C(17)k KJCf1) -U<) (OI-f ±J4((i1J)
-
~ f<J (&-~) _ &w-"- kJ (.6':'1 )
cdVh KJ(~-~P -co;) (ot+f±'<4(f4)) Cd'bt. K; (P-?) -c-e-o1Of-H:4(~~))1 ±HKJ(f-~) \-! e. CdV'i'l~(P-~) ~:)ILr~'ft<Y
H:/
Sq =± [ ~t,KJ(f-~) 1- ~~ #<3«(7-') ,C4UhJ(J(p-~) -~(o(+'ftkf((l4) C-a<>h.K;'f1)- C.';;;'(oIH~K4:(~1))
- ' ~hK.J((1-1) - ~",hK](e-~} J
C-6<>41\J (fl-?) -cproI-f "f-14((HJJ) CfRl"-Ka (~-rJJ-c.dO(C>'-r rJ4{~-'Jl)
002 ~ j.lPft(Jt'1) - "-4- 'l1 e ,4AAA-~ f ~1'l~
~
1'1:. ,
c-tr.>4 ~((!t1) C-o.>(oI-'f ) -I CtD~P:(@+1)C.tr.)(ot+f)~ I




VARIOUS SINGULARITIES OF INFLUENCE SURFACFlS AS J;i'UNCTIO;NS OF
A and rt
Figures 8-5 to 8-11 are graphioal representation of the
equations of stress singularities given in this Table (II).
In derivation of these equati9ns following as~umptions were
made:
For the case (G),(ii)




Except cases (A) and (F)., limit vaJ-ues of the surfaces stay
In cases (A) and (F), (rnx)q =0 is assumed since every con-
tour lines are similar to each other. In case (C) (qylo =1 is
also assumed.
(A) Bending Moment (mx)o (interior point)
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Ca..se A f f~u..G\.+i~ (lM)()c"'O
(I) I I t? f- ~~~ =0
(2) I 0/5 l7 Y +-0. (1.3 fcr./(I+o, 0 16~~) c-o, (/,] to (I-(),J'.~t (J,~..}P) = 0
(3) I 0 y C- t1V () = I
, J
<4J 0,5 O,S" 1(1 Y +-o,.s- £';j(I_o,tta--t.:"-" L&)_ ~~ =0I ..,... c.~ 2~
(5) ,e 1 ,J. L ' -f( 2)0 I ~ r +0, 2$' '(J{ 1- 2tL.,..... ~c.n &) - 0,1" Ta.-... -~ IJ = 0
,
( 6) D.S I l(J r -t 0,:2 S 1-(/(1- ~~ ~ C.r-;.L~) -0, 'j~t La-::!( ~ ::.ic;:;/-)=0
(7) I 1.5 . .t7 t +0· 2.)',ld (/ + 1,2.S-~1-tJ) - I,I/! 'CL:i(I,II<!~~~) = 0
(8) 1·5 1.5" 1-(1 r +o,S ~d(1 +OIS-~:1-~) - ..J~~ = ()2+-~
(q) 1.5 I £'d r +0, 80 r t(J (I-c;, t 11(U-~,-~) -o,Jo1f.(/{'I+o. ~/o~~,-'P~ = t)
(lo) 10 0 Y C-tfC> (; = /
, t
(II) 10 I 0 f (! Y -f 0 • s £0J ( I of- ~~:.. ~ ) - lo~e :::'0I + 9~~f)
(I Z) 0 10 ld Y £- (it ' 4 -'( ~ ~+O,2t d CC:>()+/~O/2.A-M--"&)-c;,s T~ 10 r~1.8 =0
--
(B) Twisting Moment (mxy)o (interior point)
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Case A r- E~l,.A.~.J;d\-\. : 8 7r(W1x~)D
I
I
( I) I ~2& ~
....., . I,·
'" '""
( 2) I D,S 2,J 01 [ ta;;'(2.732 c.of&) - ra.. u-l(fJ,7.J2t2DfO)J
(3) I 0 .J,1L/.2-rJ "Ca: (0.7 0 7 c~flJ)
(4) O,S 0.5 ~2e
"' :"'-o,s~2.1J
(SJ 0 I 0
(6) O,S I 0,577 1.(1 I +~fJCtm(}1-~f)~P
{7J I /.5 o 89 r L C6C}(} +~(}~6''''llr~~
I' (f CC1>~ -~PC4:>~+I,J"~&
(8 ) 1.5 1.5 ~2.f)
I + o. S !O-i,,,,.? f9
(q) 1.5 I .2, £' 8J [ ta.-:(1.08 oJ&)- Ta-u-l(o.018 Cl!>f&) J
(/0) 10 0 .3, / l/.2 ~ 02 [0.--:.(0.22 t/. c~f f) )
( II ) 10 10 ~2..e{
-+- 9'~'cJ
(I 2) 0 /0 0
(c) Shearing Force (qy)o (interior point)
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Ca.se.. A ~ [ ~ l.Lo....+; 0 iii. : 8a...{~~)o~= I
,
IJ(I) I r y = -J~
.. ,
-
, -- r: O.3'6~& + I, 366~1J )(2) 0,5 r- .2 I -0, 8 t t (Q_A~.,,}IJ . "/ +0, 86£/JAJ...·}fj
I 0 1= - 2.!28~O(3) I + ~2.p
t4) 015 D,S Y /,4/4~{1:- I - o. ~ /(J.MA.}&
.-
(5) 0 I y=-, 2,!28~e/ - 2 ~lf) C07/1)
\
(6) O.S , Y 3,464-/LtNt-&=- - 1- ~~Cd;;>~
1.5 (AM-() ,~e)(7) I Y =- 2 , 2 3 6 ~~ _~ c9C<Qe 40. I.J".u;...~ + Ctr.>'iJ +iuM.{} f!.4;) ()+I, s'',u),..'s
(8) 1.5 1.5 y=- 2,4S~f)/ + o,.r~2.{1
(q) I Y=-02. ( ().61f~f) + II"g~8 j1,5 l-o.£I!~~ I-/- 1,618~~
(10 ) 10 Y - 8.941~&0 - / + 19 ~"l.&
(II ) 10' 10 y=- 6.J24-~el+q~2.p
0 10 Y =-
g.944-~(){ 1+9~'-e)
(12) t2--trc> U& + /00 ~4(}
-
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(D) Corner Reaction (r)o of, Simply Supported Rectangular Edges
,
c.o.se.. A fA- E ~ l.L~+ ;IlI'\ : 8 F( Y}tJ
(I) I I 8 t<l--t--~.2. f)
(2) I 0.5 18, Lt.? S CraM~1 (2. 7J 2 c.~ f& ) - taM"1(~,7J.2 CD f~) ]
(3 ) I 0 2.5"./3,] - It ~(",7()7~fd)
(4) 0.5 0.5 8~21)
1- o,~~&
(5) 0 I 0
\
(6) 0.5 I 4,6/ ? LJ
1+ ~f}CtPr;
/ - ~(J~f)
'2 \ I 2
(7) I /.5 7,ISt ~ UP B+~f) CdC> IJ +1. S ~6'
'/ c-~~ - ~&CQ.)IJ +I,S"~1J
(3) 1.5 /,5 ~~2(JI + o.S"~2.(J
...
2/,46 7 [t:a.;/ (1.61!c~fr;)- l:"a-"1-f(t',t/ICe fd)](q) I,S I
Llo) [0 0 2S,/:J3-lb r~(O • .22l/. od6J )
£1 r) 10 /0 K~.281 + ?,~2.(j
Co
( 12) 0 fO 0
I
(E) Boundary Moment (my)o of Clamped Edge
~12l
c.o..Se )..' f- E% (..La-+-; 0 II\.. , 8 7r( W\,~)o,
(I) I I - t~~
(2) I 0.5 4l(f I-O,g(6~:;'~I +.0, 8 (0~l~
l





(4) O,S O,S - S",t~~~~/~o.·S-~79
(5") 0 I - 8 :Ca..-~( "tA-1A'J-e )
(6) D,S I - g .t4-tA.--(( 0, !6t~l.&)
/ -O.S4A·:--?e
(7) I '.5 - ! ~(( f,1I1~~)
t ,:;.
(8) 1.5 I.S - 9.79 ~f)
.1 + O.S~21)
(q J I.S I 4- ~rl / -0. 6rr~&I +o,tli~~
l.
(10) 10 0 ~ O,3~4brl CdD f)/+1 r~2e
(I , ) 10 10· - 25,3~~t)
I + q IJ.A;"'}e
U2) 0 10 - I. 7 3 'I r~::.' ( / () ~u2&)
--
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(10) I 0 o y C-rJ7) (; = I
(II) 10 10
(12.) 0 10
. L __-'--_---1- ~- ----__,_----1
...
(G) Support Moment (my)o of' a Slab Continuous Over Flexible
Cross Beam
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Co..se A ~ E~ lA.-0-+; 0 111 , 8-rr (w,y)o.
(I> I I 2/ '172- 4'~2~
(2) I 0,5 1,'?1/+2 1(/ 1_ o.?tt ~1&/ + 0 , '8' ( 6~J.()
:;,
(3) .. I 0 ( ,4/4 to C-d:V &2. - C-eo ~&
J . :I.
(4) o,s- 0.5 1.7.]0 - J, 2r~&1- o.S~:l&
(5) 0 I J I / 2 3 = .2.82 g u~fra-~ 8 )
(6) O,5~' I 2,9J8 _ 4 t:a-: ( tJ, 86 t (¢.~J.G )1_ O,S~2&
(7) I 1.5 .3, 1 S t - 4 1:a..';;;1(I ,/18~:",-26J)
(8) 1,5 IS .3, 122 - 4.8'18~::'" ~&
1+0. S ~2.(l
(q) 1.5 I 2,6J7+ 2 17
/ - 0, C/~~2&
1 + 1,6Ig~2f)
l.
(10) 10 0 0,447 1~ C-t:D e1 + {7~J.e
(I I) 10 10 2, '1 tft - 12,ts~f)/ + r~:I.&
tf 2) 0 10 .J, 91 7 - tJ, Ie; 4- ~-t(1 0 1:.a.I,,/e)
,_ .._--~_..-.-
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